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Report of the Program Area Review Team (PART) involving 

 William Lyon Mackenzie Southern Cluster of Schools (Dublin Heights E&MS, Faywood ABC School, John 


Polanyi CI, Ledbury Park E&MS, Summit Heights PS, and William Lyon Mackenzie CI)  

 March 29, 2019
 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Dublin Heights E&MS, Faywood ABC School, John Polanyi CI, Ledbury Park E&MS, Summit Heights PS, 
and William Lyon Mackenzie CI Program Area Review Team recommends that: 

1.	 A grade change be implemented at Summit Heights PS so that it becomes a JK‐8 school by 
retaining Grade 7 effective 1 September 2020 and Grade 8 effective 1 September 2021. 

2.	 Changes to elementary boundaries and pathways be implemented effective 1 September 2020, 
eliminating the shared boundary areas at the intermediate‐grade level involving Dublin Heights 
E&MS, so that: 

	  

	  

Faywood students remain at Faywood ABC School for JK‐8; 

 Summit Heights students remain at Summit Heights PS for JK‐8. 

3.	 Changes to secondary boundaries and pathways be implemented effective 1 September 2020 
so that all addresses in the Faywood ABC School area (north and south portions) and Summit 
Heights PS area become part of the William Lyon Mackenzie CI Regular Program attendance 
area. 

4.	 Dublin Heights E&MS, Faywood ABC School, Ledbury Park E&MS, Summit Heights PS, and 
William Lyon Mackenzie CI (Regular Program) be closed to optional attendance effective 1 
September 2020, if not already. 

5.	 The TDSB explore redirecting new residential developments located within the current William 
Lyon Mackenzie CI secondary boundary area, and within the Dublin Heights E&MS, Faywood 
ABC School, and Summit Heights PS boundary areas, to both elementary and secondary schools 
with sufficient space. 

	 The redirections away from these schools are combined for both elementary and 
secondary grades  so that there is no expectation  of students  return to these schools 
until such a time when there is sufficient  accommodation for all the grades (JK to 
Grade 12).  

6.	 The TDSB explore establishing new elementary and secondary schools in the Allen District and 
lands west of Allen Road that could be redeveloped for residential uses. 

7.	 The TDSB explore constructing additions and interior renovations for the schools in this review 
through the Ministry’s Capital Priorities process. 

8.	 The TDSB explore relocating Special Education Programs out of the schools in this review to 
other schools with sufficient space: 

	  The Gifted Program at Summit Heights PS and Dublin Heights E&MS could be 
relocated to a JK‐8 school outside this PART to alleviate existing accommodation 
pressures. 

9.	 The TDSB explore repurposing other TDSB properties that are currently leased out to alleviate 
accommodation pressures at the schools in this review. 

10.	 These PART recommendations not be considered as a final solution to the overcrowding of the 
schools in this review. 
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BACKGROUND
 
At the first meeting (November 8, 2018 at William Lyon Mackenzie CI) of the Program Area Review 
Team (PART), the PART membership was told that a Local Feasibility Team (LFT), comprised of TDSB 
Principals, Trustees, Superintendent and central program and planning staff, was established to follow 
through on planning studies identified in the Long‐Term Program and Accommodation Strategy (LTPAS). 
The identified studies were: 
1.	 Explore a review of the shared attendance area whereby students residing within the Faywood 
ABC School catchment area have the option to attend either Dublin Heights E&MS or Faywood 
ABC School for Grades 6‐8. 

2.	 Explore a review of the split intermediate pathway at Summit Heights Jr PS. The junior 

attendance area is bisected by Ledbury Park E&MS and Dublin Heights E&MS.
 

3.	 Explore a review of the secondary school pathway for Summit Heights PS and Faywood ABC 
School.  Summit Heights PS is currently assigned to John Polanyi CI. Faywood ABC School is split 
between John Polanyi CI and William Lyon Mackenzie CI. 

The objective of the LFT was to come up with a feasible solution for the split intermediate and secondary 
pathways, and to address current and projected accommodation pressures, as illustrated by the high 
utilization rates, and large number of portables currently in use and projected in the future. 

The System Program and Accommodation Drivers were described to the PART membership as guiding 
principles that help identify issues within the TDSB that need improving. The Drivers were used by the LFT 
as a guideline to create a feasible solution to the issues described above. 

The transition of the LFT to a PART was approved by the TDSB’s Central Accommodation Team (CAT) on 
October 4, 2018.   

The PART membership was informed that the objective of the PART was to continue the work of the LFT 
in evaluating options by seeking advice and feedback from impacted parent representatives and the 
broader community.  The PART was informed of its advisory role.  A discussion was held about reaching 
consensus and voting should consensus not be achieved. 

The PART was provided with a table showing 2018 actual student enrolments and projected enrolments 
for 2023, and 2028 (see Appendix A).   Attendance charts and maps illustrating the splits in the pathway 
from junior to intermediate elementary schools and then to secondary schools were provided as were 
tables illustrating the amount of Optional Attendance at the schools, and known future residential 
developments.  The existing intermediate and secondary boundaries for the schools in this cluster are 
shown in Appendix B. 

At the second PART meeting (November 15, 2018 at William Lyon Mackenzie CI), the PART membership 
reviewed notes from the first meeting.  The LFT‐Suggested  Option was presented to the PART:    
 	 
 	 
 	 
	  

  

  

Phase Out Optional Attendance; 

 Implement timetable and accommodation efficiencies;  
 Add  Grades 7  and 8 to Summit Heights PS making it a JK‐8 school; 
 Remove the shared boundary between Dublin Heights E&MS and  Ledbury Pk E&MS  for Summit 
Heights PS Grade 6 graduates as Summit Heights becomes  a JK‐8 school, as shown in Appendix C;  

 Remove the shared boundary between Faywood ABC School and Dublin Heights  E&MS making 
these students Faywood ABC School students for Grades 6, 7 and 8, as shown in Appendix C; 

 Change the secondary boundary for the Summit Heights PS and Faywood ABC School students 
living north of highway  401 to make Mackenzie CI the home school, as shown in Appendix D, as 
these students historically went to William Lyon Mackenzie through a Feeder School priority in 
the 	Optional Attendance Policy  

The table provided to the PART illustrated some enrolment and portable count improvements when 
compared to the status quo situation. 

The PART was told that a transition for students graduating from Summit Heights PS is eliminated as those 
students now remain at Summit Heights PS for Grades 7 and 8.  
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The split pathways and shared attendance areas are eliminated.  Those local students defined as being in‐
district to the junior or immediate local schools but outside William Lyon Mackenzie attendance area and 
still residing north of highway 401 can now attend Mackenzie as in‐district students. 

Although there is some improvement, the PART membership reaffirmed the position also shared by staff 
that there are still accommodation pressures at the schools.  The table provided to the PART showed  on‐
going high enrolment, utilization rates, and many portables at some of the schools in the cluster. 

The PART was informed that certain strategies in the “tool kit” could be deployed to further assist in the 
remedy of the accommodation pressures: 

  Additions (Board makes a Business Case to the Ministry of Education); 
  Redirections of new residential developments. 

The PART was shown that the LFT also worked on variations of the LFT‐Suggested Option.  The objective 
of the variations was to balance and further reduce enrolments at the largest schools, minimize portables 
by consolidating and relocating existing Special Education Programs among the schools in the cluster, plus 
reducing the MaCS program enrolment to 240 students from its current level of 346 students. 

The PART was told that these variations of the LFT‐Suggested Option were “options which are not part of 
the PART recommendations or Board decisions because they are decisions made by staff”.  Specifically, 
staff make decisions about: 

 The maximum number of students in Specialized Programs;
 
 The relocation of Special Education Programs; 

 Secondary school timetable changes which increase efficiency in the use of space and makes the 

shared spaces less crowded (i.e. multiple lunch periods, grade timetabling). 

The PART Membership discussed and provided additional comments about: 
	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

The numbers of non‐local students within the Mackenzie Regular and MaCS Programs, and how 
it appears unfair to some that  students from the local community  (Summit Heights  PS and 
Faywood PS South areas) are not eligible to attend William Lyon Mackenzie CI.   

 Neighbourhoods and which neighbourhoods should be included in the attendance  area for 
William Lyon Mackenzie CI.  For instance, it was asked if highway 401 was a realistic barrier for 
secondary‐aged students.  There are other parts of the city where secondary boundary areas 
have students cross  highway 401  by  bridge or underpass.  

 Capacity at John Polanyi CI and that adding students to William Lyon Mackenzie CI through a 
boundary change is counter‐intuitive.  Adding students does not  help the  accommodation 
pressures at William Lyon Mackenzie CI.   

 The current MaCS enrolment  was optimal, and that any enrolment reduction would  be  
detrimental to both the MaCS and Regular Program at William Lyon Mackenzie CI.  All the 
programs at  the school thrive  through  their interactions with each other.  

 Timetable efficiencies, such as a second lunch period, could  impact the mentorship program at 
William Lyon Mackenzie CI. 

Last, there were questions about the number projected portables at Dublin Heightts E&MS for the future 
and how those were calculated.   

At the third PART meeting (November 22, 2018 at William Lyon Mackenzie CI), staff revisited the table 
for the status quo enrolments, utilization rates, and portables.  The previous question on how projected 
portables were calculated was answered, and as a result, a new status quo table with revised portable 
projections was provided to the PART membership.  

Also, there was follow‐up conversation about Optional Attendance for the Regular Programs at William 
Lyon Mackenzie CI, Dublin Heights E&MS, Faywood ABC School, and Summit Heights PS.  The PART 
membership asked staff to provide a geographical “zone” map that illustrates which schools the students 
attend for the next meeting. 
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Maps provided by staff illustrating walk to school distances were reviewed.  A request was made to  re‐
examine the walking distance to Dublin Heights E&MS.  Staff was asked to investigate and reply  for the 
next meeting.  

The PART membership also asked staff to further elaborate on the need to add a second lunch period at 
William Lyon Mackenzie CI.  Staff responded that it is possible to improve certain aspects of the 
accommodation pressures by introducing a second lunch period.  Second lunches are used at other large 
secondary schools with success.  The Principal at William Lyon Mackenzie CI has been collaboratively 
working with teaching staff to mitigate impacts on programming and co‐curricular activities that are done 
during the current single‐lunch period. 

For the next PART Meeting, staff was asked to follow up by providing or reviewing: 
  
  

  
  
  

The walking distances from Wilmington ES,  Charles H Best JMS and Dublin Heights E&MS;  
 Information about whether the developments in the Allen  East and West Districts are accounted  
for in the enrolment projections;  

 More information about multiple lunches;  
 The portable plans for the schools;  
 The locations of where the William Lyon Mackenzie students reside.  

Furthermore, staff was asked to explore the possibility of: 

  

  

Including  CH Best JMS and  Wilmington ES  in the PART.  Some parents  of the PART thought the  
current available accommodation space at  CH Best JMS, and changing boundary areas for CH 
Best JMS and  Wilmington  ES  could provide  opportunities for this PART;  

 Relocating the Elementary Gifted Program that are  currently at Summit Heights PS (Gr.4‐6) and  
Dublin Heights E&MS  (Gr.7‐8) to schools outside this cluster. 

Staff and the PART membership agreed that the PART was not yet in a position to present 
recommendations at a public meeting.  The public meetings set for December 4 & 5, 2018 were 
postponed. 

At the fourth PART meeting (December 6, 2018 at Faywood ABC School), staff responded to the 
questions and requests asked at the previous meeting. 

Staff provided  revised 1.6 km and 3.2  km walking distance  maps from Dublin Heights E&MS, as well as the 
1.6 km walking distance map  from Wilmington ES and the 3.2 km walking distance map  from CH Best JMS.  
It was pointed out that most  of the  addresses in the Dublin Heights area  are outside  1.6 km to Wilmington 
ES and CH Best JMS.  The result is that these two schools could not accommodate students from Dublin  
Hts E&MS without incurring additional student transportation costs.  Furthermore, staff explained that  CH 
Best JMS and Wilmington ES are projected to be fully utilized as a result of a recently‐concluded PART 
process for those schools.  That PART’s recommended grade reconfiguration was approved by the Board.  
Wilmington ES is now a JK‐Gr. 3 school, and CH Best is a Gr. 4‐8  school.  Last, an Extended French program 
was introduced at CH Best JMS in  September 2018.  

Students emanating from known future residential developments within the Allen East and West Districts 
are included in the projected enrolments.  However, there remains uncertainty regarding the size and 
occupancy timing of these residential developments because of additional lands becoming available for 
further residential developments.  Regardless the size and timing of the residential developments, any 
additional students emanating from residential developments will further worsen the accommodation 
pressures at the affected schools.  TDSB Planning staff are working with City of Toronto Planning staff and 
other stakeholder agencies to participate in information sharing about the size and timing of the 
developments and as well as initiating conversations about possible need for future school sites. 

The Principal of William Lyon Mackenzie CI provided more information about implementing multiple 
lunches.  It is possible to mitigate many of the concerns about limiting co‐curricular activities.  The 
Principal responded to questions, including that the tutoring program could take place before school, and 
that multiple lunches could  open up other possibilities for staff participation that were not there before. 
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Staff provided school site maps illustrating possible locations of future portables.  Staff replied to a 
question about how the future number of portables was projected.  In general, the number of secondary 
students timetabled to a classroom or portable is 30. However, the Ministry Rated Capacity for a typical 
secondary classroom is 21.  The school’s total capacity is the sum of all the room capacities.  As a result, 
the first portable at a secondary school often occurs when the school is well above 100% of its capacity.  

Also, staff provided a “zone” map of Dublin Heights E&MS, Faywood ABC School and Summit Hts PS.  The 
map illustrated the schools that current students attend.  Of the 925 (Oct 2018) Regular Program students 
at William Lyon Mackenzie CI: 

  
  
  
  

  
  
  
  

There are 755 in‐district students: 
o 364 originate from the Dublin Heights area; 
o 325 originate from the Wilmington–CH Best areas; 
o 66 originate  from the Faywood north area. 


 There are 170 out‐of‐district students: 

o 30 originate from the Summit Heights area; 
o 48 originate  from the Faywood south area;  
o 92 originate from other school areas. 

Absent was a breakdown of students from the Dublin Heights E&MS attendance area.  The PART 
Membership asked staff to obtain this information for the next meeting. 

Staff then presented a table of projected enrolments for the PART’s suggestion of relocating the 
Elementary Gifted Program to a school outside this cluster.  Staff provided context behind the possibility 
of the Elementary Gifted Program being relocated to the new Baycrest PS site (former Sir Sandford 
Fleming building) as space becomes available after 2022.  With the Gifted Program phased out from 
Summit Heights PS and Dublin Heights E&MS, the cluster of schools could realize a decline of 2 portables 
in 2023, and 5 portables by 2028.  Staff responded to a question that a phased‐in approach is often 
implemented because it is the least disruptive to families and students enrolled in the affected program. 

Staff also showed another variation to the LFT‐Suggested Model of where only the elementary changes 
are implemented, and there are no secondary boundary changes.   Without the secondary boundary 
change, the resulting enrolment at William Lyon Mackenzie CI is 1,383 in 2023 and 1,422 in 2028. 

The PART membership asked if other TDSB properties in the area could provide relief to accommodation 
pressures.  Staff explained that the Tippett Road site is used for warehousing functions.  The adjacent 
Champlain school building was sold but the TDSB still owns the 2‐acre playfield.  Also, TDSB owns 200 
Wilmington Avenue, formerly Wilmington PS.  This site is not available because of a long‐term lease. 

The PART membership expressed concerns from the perspective of their own schools.  Concerns and 
questions were asked of each other.  The conversation was respectful and to the point.  In summary:  

 Elimination of the elementary intermediate split attendance areas was supported by the 
parents. 

 The Summit Heights PS parents indicated that adding Grades 7  & 8 would not  be supported by 
the Summit Heights PS school community if  the secondary pathway to William Lyon Mackenzie 
CI was not included.  

 The Dublin Heights E&MS and William Lyon Mackenzie CI parents expressed concern of their 
communities that expanding the existing William Lyon  Mackenzie CI boundary to more  students 
does not make  sense when the school is so over capacity.  

At the fifth PART meeting (January 15, 2019 at Summit Heights PS), staff responded to the request to 
break out the Dublin Heights E&MS “zone” on the map previously provided.  Residing within the Dublin 
Heights E&MS boundary area in 2018, there are 418 Grade 9 to 12 Regular Program students.  Of the 418: 
  
  
  
  

364 attend William Lyon Mackenzie CI ; 
 14  attend  John Polanyi CI; 
 12 attend Northview Heights SS; 

 28 attend other schools.  
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In addition to the requested breakout for the Dublin Heights “zone”, staff provided a package of maps and 
tables illustrating “Location of Students”, tables of “Count of Students Attending a School by Attendance 
Area of Home Address”, and school floor plates. 

Staff then proceeded to review the options (re‐named to reflect the work of the PART): 
  Status Quo;  
  PART Option (same as the LFT‐Suggested  Option);  
  PART Option with Elementary  Gifted Relocated Elsewhere  after 2022; 
  PART Option with No  Changes  to Secondary  Attendance Areas. 

Staff also indicated that implementing the second lunch at William Lyon Mackenzie CI may not be 
necessary if 4 additional classrooms are created within the existing building, and the school retains the 
existing 7 portables (5 for instruction and 2 assigned for renovation).  Closing Optional Attendance for the 
Regular Program is still necessary. 

Staff then presented the 18 Options that were considered by the LFT.  The 18 Options had common 
elements: 

  
  
  

Change to  the  secondary boundary;  
 Grade change to Summit Heights, making it a JK to Grade  8 school; 
 Eliminating the  shared intermediate attendance area.  

The main difference between the 18 Options was the treatment of Special Education Programs as they 
were consolidated and or relocated among the cluster of schools.  It was pointed out by staff that Special 
Education Program changes are not taken lightly, as these are the most vulnerable students.  

There was general agreement among the PART membership that the PART Option as well as the variation 
to have the Elementary Gifted Program Relocated Elsewhere be presented at the public meetings. 

Again, staff indicated to the PART membership that a decision to relocate the Elementary Gifted Program 
(or any change to Special Education Programs), as well as implementing optional attendance, and multiple 
lunches is not decided by Trustees, but by staff.  

Staff provided the PART membership with a general outline of its role while attending the public 
meetings.  The PART membership was encouraged to attend both meetings, if possible, and to listen to 
questions and comments provided by the community.  Staff indicated they would record all the feedback 
from the question and answer period, ‘sticky’ notes, and e‐mails.  At the next working meeting of the 
PART, the membership would be given the opportunity to review the feedback and be asked if it is 
representative of their experience at the public meetings.   

Two public meetings were held on February 26 and 28, 2019 at Northview Heights Secondary School 
Auditorium and Cafeteria. The agenda and presentation were the same for both nights.   After the 
presentation and question and answer period, the community was asked to visit the stations in the 
cafeteria to ask more questions and provide comments. 
 140 (estimated)  individuals attended each night; 
 25 to 30 individuals asked questions during the question and answer period; 

 19 e‐mails were received (up to March 3, 2019); 

 73 ‘sticky’ notes were retrieved from the display boards across the 5 stations;  
 59 on‐line surveys were completed (up to March 3, 2019).  

It is noted that the PART Option was called “Model Discussed by the PART” at the 2 public meetings. 

The sixth PART meeting was held on March 7, 2019 at Dublin Heights E&MS. The evening before this 
meeting, staff shared with the PART membership a 35 double‐sided page document that illustrated all the 
feedback obtained.  At the meeting, staff asked the PART membership if they had questions or comments 
about the content in the feedback. 

Staff was asked to elaborate on feedback comments that were identified from the Bathurst Manor / CH 
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Best JMS neighbourhood about split pathways and neighbourhoods.  The same group also expressed 
concern that expanding the Mackenzie CI boundary will cause more overcrowding at William Lyon 
Mackenzie CI, and then could cause the removal of Bathurst Manor / CH Best JMS neighbourhood from 
William Lyon Mackenzie CI in a future boundary change.  Staff indicated that the intermediate attendance 
area for CH Best JMS overlaps the secondary attendance area for William Lyon Mackenzie CI and 
Northview Hts SS.  The Northview Heights SS portion of the intermediate attendance area is within very 
close proximity to Northview Heights SS.  The Principal of William Lyon Mackenzie CI indicated that only 5 
or 6 students from this area apply to the school.  Staff indicated that this PART was dealing with historical 
enrolment patterns within this cluster of schools.  

From this, staff was asked to indicate if the Bathurst Manor / CH Best JMS neighborhood was notified of 
the public meetings.  Staff responded that approximately 11,000 flyers were printed and distributed. 
Distribution was through student ‘back pack’ to home for each student attending a cluster school, as well 
as Canada Post distribution to those addresses most affected by the proposed movement of the southern 
portion of the William Lyon Mackenzie CI boundary with John Polanyi CI to align with highway 401 from 
its current location that bisects the Faywood ABC School attendance area, and Summit Hts PS.  The 
Bathurst Manor / CH Best JMS neighbourhood did not receive Canada Post delivery because there was no 
proposal to change the William Lyon Mackenzie CI – Northview Heights SS boundary in the Bathurst 
Manor / CH Best JMS area. 

The PART membership then acknowledged the feedback presented to it was reflective of what was heard 
at the 2 public meetings. 

Staff then provided the PART membership with a summary of the feedback provided.   The summary 
illustrates common themes from all the feedback, as shown in Appendix E.  The summary illustrated a 
wide spectrum of responses, from “Agreement with the Model” to “Concerns with the Model” with many 
“other comments”.    Appendix F shows all the feedback collected at the two public meetings, plus on‐line 
and e‐mail submissions up to March 4, 2019. 

The PART then worked on establishing its recommendations for its report: 
1.	 Grade change for Summit Heights PS so it becomes at JK‐8 school – consensus reached. 
2.	 Elimination of shared boundary areas and reduction of the enrolment pressures on Dublin 
Heights EMS by retaining Faywood ABC students at Faywood ABC for JK‐8 and Summit Heights 
students at Summit Heights for JK‐8 – consensus reached. 

3.	 Changes to secondary boundary and pathway to include all in‐district Regular Program Grade 8 
graduates from Faywood ABC School (north and south portions) and Summit Heights areas 
attend William Lyon Mackenzie C.I. – no consensus, vote required – recommendation passed 
with a 4 to 3 vote in favour. 

4.	 Closing Optional Attendance at Dublin Heights EMS, Faywood ABC School, Ledbury Park EMS, 
Summit Heights PS and Wm Lyon Mackenzie CI – consensus reached. 

The PART also recommended that the report state that recommendation 4 is impacted by 
recommendation 3. 

Furthermore, the PART asked that Ledbury Park E&MS be added to recommendation 4. 

Afterwards, Trustee Laskin suggested to the PART membership that it review the Summary of Feedback, 
and consider making additional recommendations.  From that, the PART reached consensus on: 
5.	 The redirection of new residential developments located within the current William Lyon 
Mackenzie CI secondary boundary area, and within the Dublin Heights E&MS, Faywood ABC 
School, and Summit Heights PS boundary areas to both elementary and secondary schools with 
sufficient space.  The redirections away from these schools are combined for both elementary 
and secondary grades so that there is no expectation of students return to these schools until 
such a time when there is sufficient accommodation for all the grades (JK to Grade 12). 

6.	 The exploration of new elementary and secondary schools in the Allen District and lands west of 
Allen Road that could be redeveloped for residential uses. 

7.	 The need for renovations and additions at these PART schools. 
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8.	 The relocation of Special Education Programs to schools with sufficient space. The Gifted 
Program at Summit Heights PS and Dublin Heights E&MS could be relocated to a school outside 
this PART to alleviate accommodation pressures. 

9.	 The repurposing of other TDSB properties currently under lease. 
10. These PART recommendations not being considered as a final solution to the overcrowding. 

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT 

Program Area Review Team 

 School/Organization   Name  Role 
Dublin Heights E&MS Laura Slater  Principal 

Marlene Ellison  Parent Representative 

Alex Levato Parent Representative 
Faywood ABC School  Leopold Campbell  Principal 

Shira Farber Parent Representative 
Karen Gnat Parent Representative 

Ledbury Park E&MS Paul Friberg Principal 
Jason Rosen Parent Representative 

John Polanyi CI Antonio Santos  Principal 
Liza Stern Parent Representative 

Summit Heights PS  Bill Mah  Principal 
Alexandra Evans  Parent Representative 
Amy Greenberg Parent Representative 
Laurie Zeitz  Parent Representative 

William Lyon Mackenzie CI  Keith Johnson Acting Principal 

Stephen Morris  Vice Principal 
Lisa Feldman  Parent Representative 
Nina Phan Parent Representative 
Ervis Musa  Student Representative 

Aaron Segal  Student Representative 

Learning Network 4 Marguerite Campbell  Superintendent Education 
Learning Network 12 Linda Curtis  Superintendent Education 

Trustees  Name    Role 
Alexandra Lulka  Trustee Ward 5 
Shelly Laskin Trustee Ward 11 

Staff Resources 
Organization  Name    Role 
TDSB Central Staff Peter Naperstkow  Educational Planning Officer 

Andrew Gowdy System Planning Officer 

Audrey Amo  Facilitator 
Susan Moulton  Supervising Principal – Special 

Education 

Tom Schloessin  Architectural Coordinator 
Kelly MacDougall  Administrative Liaison (note 

taker) 

Meeting Details 
Meeting Type Date  Location  and Time 
Committee  November 8, 2018 Wm L Mackenzie CI 5:00 to 7:30 

p.m. 

Committee  November 15, 2018  Wm L Mackenzie CI 5:30 to 7:30 
p.m. 

Committee  November 22, 2018  Wm L Mackenzie CI 5:30 to 7:30 
p.m. 

Committee  December 6, 2018 Faywood ABC Sch 6:00 to 8:00 
p.m. 
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Committee  January 15, 2019  Wm L Mackenzie CI 6:00 to 8:00 
p.m. 

Public Meetings February 26 & 28, 2018 Northview Hts SS 7:00 to 9:00 
p.m. 

Committee  January 15, 2019  Wm L Mackenzie CI 6:00 to 8:00 
p.m. 

ANALYSIS OF THE OPTION DISCUSSED BY THE PART
 
The Model Discussed by the PART achieves: 

	  
 	 

 

 

	  

 
 
	 
	 

Removal of the shared  Faywood Dublin intermediate attendance area: 
o Both schools already offer JK to Grade 8 programming.  Removal of the shared area 
creates a single and distinct intermediate attendance  area for Faywood ABC School.  

	 Adding Grades  7 and  8 to Summit Heights removes the need for a  split intermediate pathway 
from Summit Heights PS.  The junior attendance area is no longer bisected by Ledbury Park 
E&MS and Dublin Heights E&MS.  

o Adding grades at Summit Heights PS removes a transition  (to Dublin Heights E&MS).  
o For the  past two years,  no students graduating from  Summit Heights PS have chosen to 
attend Ledbury Park E&MS  for Grades 7 and 8.  Removal of the  split intermediate 
pathway reflects existing community choice, and creates a single and distinct 
attendance area for Summit Heights PS for JK to now Grade 8.  

	 Solves the secondary school pathway issues for Summit Heights PS and Faywood ABC School.  
Summit Heights PS is currently assigned to John Polanyi CI, located in another neighbourhood, 
and  on  the  opposite side of highway 401.  Faywood ABC School is split between John Polanyi CI 
and William Lyon Mackenzie CI. 

o Moving the southern boundary between John Polanyi CI and William Lyon Mackenzie CI  
to align with highway  401; 
 Lessens the time and distance travelled to secondary school. William Lyon 
Mackenzie CI is more accessible by street and transit to the Summit Heights 
and Faywood areas than John Polanyi CI. 

 Keep existing peer groups together that were formed in elementary schools.  
Student groups are no longer split after graduating from Grade 8. 

 Furthers the sense of a larger community allowing all of Faywood, Summit 
Heights, and Dublin Heights school communities to share a single secondary 
school. 

	  Some improvement to high enrolments, large number of portables but  more needs to be done.  
The Model Discussed by the  PART, if implemented, reduces portables and enrolment,  when 
compared to the Projected 2023 Status Quo.  See Appendix A for complete information 
regarding enrolment, utilization, and portables (actual and projected values). 

o	  Overall projected number of portables is reduced by 4 to 27 from a status quo total of 
31.  
 Dublin Heights E&MS has a reduction of 4 portables achieved through 
eliminating optional attendance, and boundary changes where graduates of 
Faywood ABC School and Summit Heights PS are no longer directed to Dublin 
Heights E &MS as they remain at those schools for Grades 7 and 8. 

 Summit Heights PS has a projected increase of 3 portables to a total of 5 as a 
result of keeping its Grade 6 graduating class for Grades 7 and 8. 

 William Lyon Mackenzie CI has a projected decrease of 3 portables that is 
achieved through eliminating Optional Attendance in its Regular Program, and 
still accommodating the additional students from Summit Heights PS and 
Faywood ABC School that are now in‐district to the school. 

 Faywood ABC School does not see a change in the number of portables 
projected if the Model Discussed by the PART is implemented.  The number of 
portables remains at 8. 

o Overall cluster enrolment decreases by 155.  This is achieved through phasing out 
optional attendance. 

o Individual schools see some improvement to high enrolments but still require further 
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attention. 
 Dublin Heights E&MS projected enrolment is 838, 100 less than the status quo. 
Dublin Heights E&MS remains a large school with 5 portables on site.   

 William Lyon Mackenzie CI enrolment drops by 45 students to a total 
enrolment 1,536, when compared to the Projected 2023 Status Quo 
enrolment of 1,581.  William Lyon Mackenzie CI still has accommodation 
pressures as the school is projected to be 612 students over its capacity of 
924.  

 It is suggested that: 

	  

	  

	  

	  

Residential developments be redirected away from Dublin Heights  
E&MS, Faywood ABC School, and William Lyon Mackenzie CI to other 
schools with enrolment capacity.  The redirections be inclusive of 
elementary and secondary students as to  prevent the expectation of 
attending any  of the  cluster  schools until a time that sufficient 
elementary and secondary capacities are built; 

 Exterior additions be sought  through permission and funding from 
the Ministry of Education; 

 Additional classrooms inside the buildings are created by 
reconfiguring large spaces; and 

 The Elementary Gifted Program be relocated to a school outside this 
cluster of schools to address the accommodation pressures at Dublin 
Heights E&MS and Summit Heights PS.  

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
 
There is support among the PART members to proceed with the elementary changes to boundaries and 
grades.  However, there is mixed support for the secondary boundary change as reflected in the need to 
conduct a vote (4 to 3 decision). 

Throughout the course of the discussions, parents at the PART working and public meetings provided 
feedback and raised several questions about the overall program and accommodation plan for this 
community.  It is apparent from the PART working and public meetings that the programs offered and the 
school facilities are extremely valued. 

It is noted that at the PART working meetings, conversation about these themes was lengthy, robust and 
full of thoughtful questions and responses that allowed multiple sides of the issue to be openly discussed.  
The PART membership is commended for its fulsome participation. 

In conclusion, there is a good sense among the parent community that with careful planning and the 
commitment of school staff, administration, parents, the Superintendents and Trustees, we can achieve 
the long‐term goal to improve program delivery and remedy accommodation pressures in this cluster of 
schools, albeit much more work needs to be done 

SUMMARY OF APPENDICIES 

APPENDIX A – Table:  Summary of Current and Projected Enrolments, Utilization Rates, and Portables 
APPENDIX B – Map:  William Lyon Mackenzie Southern Cluster of Schools – Facilities and Existing 

Boundary Areas 
APPENDIX C – Map:  Proposed Intermediate ‐ Grade 7 & 8 Boundary Areas for Dublin Heights E&MS, 

Faywood ABC School, and Summit Heights PS 
APPENDIX D – Map:  Proposed Secondary ‐ Grades 9 to 12 Boundary Attendance Areas for William Lyon 

Mackenzie CI and Other Schools  
APPENDIX E – Table:  Mackenzie CI Southern Cluster of Schools PART: Summary of Themes ‐ Feedback 

from Community Meetings 
APPENIDX F – Table: Mackenzie CI Southern Cluster of Schools PART:  Feedback from Community 

Meetings 
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Wm Lyon Mackenzie Southern Cluster of Schools PART: Summary of Current and Projected Enrolments, Utilization Rates, and Portables 

Dublin Hts E&MS Faywood ABC Sch John Polanyi Cl Ledbury Pk E&MS Summit Hts PS Wm L Mackenzie Cl Tota l

Status Quo Data 

Grades Served JK-8 JK-8 Gr.9-12 JK-8 JK-0 Gr.9-12 
Capacity* 718 440 1,032 554 326 924 3,994 
Portables on Site Oct 2018 6 5 0 0 3 r 21 
Headcount Enrolment Oct 2018 860 501 910 560 369 1,425 4,625 
Utilization Oct 2018 120% 114% 88% 101% 113% 154% 116% 
Projected Headcount Enrolment 2023 938 633 1,072 592 376 1,581 5,192 
Projected Utilization Oct 2023 131% 144% 104% 107% 115% 171% 130% 
Projected Portables Oct 2023 9 8 0 2 2 10 31 
Projected Headcount Enrolment 2028 1,056 665 1,292 594 386 1,628 5,621 
Projected Utilization Oct 2028 147% 151% 125% 107% 118% 176% 141% 
Projected Portables Oct 2028 15 10 2 2 3 12 44 
Programs (Special Education, French, Other)

Deaf..H ard of 
Hearing, Gifted 

(Gr.7&8), Physical, 
Regular. 

Deaf-Hard of 
Hearing, 

Developmental 
Disability , Regular 

Regular Autism Regular 
Gifted (Gr.4-6), 

Regular 
Gifted, MaCS, 

Regu lar 

Program I Community Partnerships 

Dublin Heights 
Community Ch ild 

Care 

Faywood Blvd. Child 
Care Program 

RAMAC (pool) 
Ledbury Park Child 

Care Program 

The Leaming 
Enrichment 
Foundation 

 

•capactties do not include addttional rooms approved but yet constructed (OJblin Hts E&MS:3, Fayw ood ABC Sch: 1, Wn L Mackenzie 4) a: 
.. n cludes two portables for classrooms that are temporarily unavailable because of renovations 

Model Discussed by the PART: 
1 Grade change for Summtt Hts PS so tt becomes a J<-8 school. 
2. Bementary boundary and pathway changes: 

• Biminate shared boundary areas and reduce the enrolment pressures on Dublin His E&MS; 
• Fayw ood students stay at Fayw ood ABC Sch for JK-8; 

3 Summtt His students stay at Summtt His for JK-8 
4. Secondary boundary and pathway changes: 

• All in--Oislrict regular program Grade 8 graduates from Fayw ood ABC Sch (north and south portions) and Summtt Hts PS areas attend Wn L Mackenzie Cl 

5. No optional attendance at Dublin Hts E&MS, Fayw ood ABC Sch , Summtt Hts PS, and Wn L Mackenz ie Cl (Regular Program). 

Grades Served JK-8 JK-8 Gr.9-12 JK-8 JK-8 Gr.9-12 
Projected Headcount Enrolment 2023 838 624 1,017 592 430 1,536 5,037 
Projected Utilization Oct 2023 117% 142% 99% 107% 132% 166% 126% 
Projected Portables Oct 2023 5 8 0 2 5 7 27 

Projected Headcount Enrolment 2028 906 600 1,237 594 452 1,575 5,364 
Projected Utilization Oct 2028 126% 136% 120% 107% 139% 170% 134% 
Projected Portables Oct 2028 8 7 0 2 5 7 29 

P201
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APPENDIX  E 
Mackenzie CI Southern Cluster of Schools PART:  Summary of 
Themes - Feedback from Community Meetings 
Summary of "Themes" in the response to the Model Discussed by the PART 

"Themes" and "Support" are based on the Planner's interpretation of the Feedback in relation to the Model Discussed by the PART 

In summary, there are 151 feedback items (made up of 73 sticky notes, 59 online, 19 e-mails).  Each item could have several 
themes. In terms of support, an individual feedback item could indicate both support (for Faywood grade-boundary change) and no 
support (for Summit Hts bdy), or neither 

Theme  Sum of 
Count 

Concerns with the Model 

Dublin Hts, model provides minimal relief ‐ no support  1 
Elementary Bdy Chg ‐ not support for Summit  1 
Elementary Bdy Chg‐ not supported, too much pressure on programs  1 

MaCS & Gifted could be negatively impacted 6 
MaCS & Gifted is integral part of Mackenzie 1 
Model not supported ‐ doesn't help the long term  1 
No changes to Mackenzie until the Secondary Review is complete  3 

not a full solution  1 

Secondary Bdy ‐ not supported as Mackenzie over enrolled and other schools are under enrolled  1 

Secondary Bdy Change not supported ‐ CH Best has a split cohorts too  3 

Secondary Bdy Chg‐ not supported 1 
Secondary Bdy Chg‐ not supported  2 
Secondary Bdy Chg‐ not supported as Mackenzie over enrolled and other schools are under enrolled  38 
Secondary Bdy Chg‐ not supported as there is no urgency 1 
Secondary Bdy Chg‐ not supported, wait for Secondary Review  1

 Total 62 
Other Comments 

Accommodating future development at Mackenzie ‐ MaCS and Gifted  1 
additions needed for Mackenzie and Summit  1 
allow optional attendance for Gifted Program students so that they attend a school closer to home 1 
barriers to schools  1 

Bathurst Manor should not be assigned to Northview Hts 9 
Baycrest and SS Fleming should be included 1 
better plan needed 1 

better sound system needed 1 

Build more schools  1 

CH Best not included  18 
challenge to get to J Polanyi 5 

Challenges to J Polanyi not dire  1 
clarity of school boundaries and pathway is good 1 
close optional attendance 1 

construction for Faywood  2 
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APPENDIX  E 
Mackenzie CI Southern Cluster of Schools PART:  Summary of 
Themes - Feedback from Community Meetings 
Summary of "Themes" in the response to the Model Discussed by the PART 

"Themes" and "Support" are based on the Planner's interpretation of the Feedback in relation to the Model Discussed by the PART 

In summary, there are 151 feedback items (made up of 73 sticky notes, 59 online, 19 e-mails).  Each item could have several 
themes. In terms of support, an individual feedback item could indicate both support (for Faywood grade-boundary change) and no 
support (for Summit Hts bdy), or neither 

Theme  Sum of 
Count 

decision has been made  1 

dire issues vs preferences 1 

distance to school  1 

education is sub par, and the model doesn't come close to improving it.  1 
eliminating Faywood optional attendance for Gr.6‐8 1 
Gr.7&8 implementation concerns ‐ program and facilities  4 

helpful information   1 

home school, application to 1 

Involve City of Toronto 1 

Involve Downsview SS  1 

J Polanyi EQAO results are not high 1 
John Polanyi is a great school 1 

local schools for local students  1 
local students vs out of district students  1 

Mackenzie ‐ close to optional attendance 1 
Mackenzie ‐ extra‐curricular are important  1 

Mackenzie ‐ model will cause social ramifications for Summit students to adjust 1 
Mackenzie ‐ question projected enrolments or capacities 4 

Mackenzie accommodation ‐ construction needed  2 
MaCS camps  1 

more construction needed  1 

more public meetings 1 

more school construction needed  3 
Multiple lunches ‐ is not ok  1 

Multiple lunches ‐ is ok  2 

New school needed for residential development  1 
ongoing over enrolment at elementary schools  1 

over crowding continues for Faywood and Dublin  1 
over enrolment at Mackenzie, 1 
over enrolment at Mackenzie, under enrolment at J Polanyi 2 
over enrolment ongoing  1 

PART Process is flawed  1 

portables are better than split lunches 1 
preferential treatment  2 

programming and facilities for Gr.7&8 at Summit  2 
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APPENDIX  E 
Mackenzie CI Southern Cluster of Schools PART:  Summary of 
Themes - Feedback from Community Meetings 
Summary of "Themes" in the response to the Model Discussed by the PART 

"Themes" and "Support" are based on the Planner's interpretation of the Feedback in relation to the Model Discussed by the PART 

In summary, there are 151 feedback items (made up of 73 sticky notes, 59 online, 19 e-mails).  Each item could have several 
themes. In terms of support, an individual feedback item could indicate both support (for Faywood grade-boundary change) and no 
support (for Summit Hts bdy), or neither 

Theme  Sum of 
Count 

public school system has limited financial resources 1 
question enrolment projections  1 

question future portables at Summit 1 
question projected enrolments  1 
question projected enrolments ‐ private schools   1 
question projected enrolments, residential developments 1 

Redirect new residential developments 1 

redirections of residential developments should come before pathway changes  1 
reduce over enrolment  1 

Reduces optional attendance application stress  1 

Relocate Specialized and Special Education Programs  4 
renovations to be AODA compliant 1 
rent or build space until permanent space is available  1 

residential developments 1 

residential redirections needed 1 
results in large class sizes  1 

school distances  1 

school refurbishment is needed before portables  1 

secondary school review ‐ more transparency  1 

Single model vs looking at different options 2 
split lunches ‐ over crowded, safety  1 
there is no perfect solution  1 

too many portables for Faywood  1 
transition to Dublin is provides a good interim step  1 
transitions ‐ eliminating is good  1 
transitions ‐ eliminating is good for Summit Hts   1 
treatment of CH Best students is not equitable  1 
under enrolment at other schools  1 
under enrolment at other schools, move specialty programs there  1 
why is Lawrence Park not included  1 

Wilmington CH Best PART kept the transition 1 
Total  128 
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APPENDIX  E 
Mackenzie CI Southern Cluster of Schools PART:  Summary of 
Themes - Feedback from Community Meetings 
Summary of "Themes" in the response to the Model Discussed by the PART 

"Themes" and "Support" are based on the Planner's interpretation of the Feedback in relation to the Model Discussed by the PART 

In summary, there are 151 feedback items (made up of 73 sticky notes, 59 online, 19 e-mails).  Each item could have several 
themes. In terms of support, an individual feedback item could indicate both support (for Faywood grade-boundary change) and no 
support (for Summit Hts bdy), or neither 

Theme  Sum of 
Count 

Agreement with the Model 

Dublin Hts, model provides minimal relief  4 

Elementary Bdy Chg‐ support ‐ Faywood south  6 
Elementary Grade and Bdy Chg‐ support 14 
Elementary Grade and Bdy Chg‐ support ‐ Summit  1 
Elementary Grade and Bdy Chg‐ support, relief at Dublin 1 
Elementary Grade Chg‐ support  3 
Elementary Grade Chg‐ support ‐ Summit  1 
keeping peers through the pathway  1 

keeping peers together is supported  1 

Secondary Bdy ‐ supports because it makes the pathway official  1 

Secondary Bdy ‐ supports because Mackenzie is closer  1 
Secondary Bdy ‐ supports because Mackenzie is in the same ward 1 

Secondary Bdy ‐ supports because Summit Faywood has little impact 1 
Secondary Bdy ‐ supports because Summit has little impact 1 
Secondary Bdy ‐ supports Summit  1 
Secondary Bdy Chg‐ supported  5 
Secondary Bdy Chg‐ supported as there is some enrolment relief  1 

Secondary Bdy Chg‐ supported as they will have a local high school 4 
Secondary Bdy Chg‐ supported because distance and barriers to J Polanyi 1 
Secondary Bdy Chg‐ supported for Faywood south 4 
Secondary Bdy Chg‐ supported, local students before optional attendance 1 
Summit Hts JK‐8 is good  1 

Summit Hts JK‐8 is supported, but growing pains to implement 1 
Total 56 

Source: P20190304‐Wm L Mackenzie Southern Cluster PART FeedbackV03.xlsx 
P20190307‐Wlm MackenziePART_Report_toCAT Appendix E.docx 
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(Includes sticky note attached to display board, paper response form, on-line response form, and e-mail) 

Row  
Number  

 Time 
stamp

Type  Please 
identify 
yourself? 

1. What are the advantages you  see to The 
Model Discussed b  y the PART?  

2. What are the disadvantages you  see to The 
Model Discussed b  y the PART?  

3. Do you have any other suggestions or comme  nts that you would like  
 the TDSB to consider  ?  

1 2-27-2019 
0:16:29 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

Adding students  to an alread  y overc  apacity highschool when 
other options are available.  It's  a choice between having  
students travel  a little fur  ther to a highschool (  either keeping 
status  quo) o  r considering  other schools (nor  thview, 
downsview which have less utlization)  . Real reasons f  or 
pathway change (at least for Summit) have been expressed 
previously (on the Summit facebook group page).  This raises 
serious equity issues. 

* 

2 2-27-2019 
0:36:3  4 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

There is a sense that the public meetings ar  e being carried out because it is required, but the 
decisions have already been made, which is unfortunate as  these changes may impact overall 
numbers at Mackenzie and have implications f  or programs  such as MACs and Gifted and ma  y 
impact w  hether future developments (right next Mackenzie in the Allen District) would be 

directed to Downsv  iew, although in ver  y close proximi  ty to Mackenzie  * 
3 2-27-2019 

0:36:3  4 
Online Parent / 

Guardian 
 * 

4 2-27-2019 
9:14:09 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

Having Summit as a K-8 school will eliminate the movement 
between school and having Summit students going to 
McKenzie will eliminate the optional attendance process that 
is already occurring.  

None. I feel that while there may be growing pains, it is best 
for the well-being of all students involved. 

No 

5 2-27-2019
11:18:48

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

Minimal reduction of pressur  e on  Dublin M  any concerns nam  ely the additional pressure on Mackenzie. 
Will be huge social ramifications to isolating kids until high 
school if you stop  pathway from Summit to Dublin for Grade 7  
& 8  

 Rather than change the eleme  ntary pa  thway fro  m summit and faywood to  dublin, instead move 
futur  e developments to  another school fro  m leased lands used fo  r  other pur  poses. As well - 
seeking other funding for addition to Mackenzie  

6 2-27-2019 
11:24:46 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

It will give some relief to Dublin for a short time. 
Redistribution of students and numbers to other schools are a 
good start. 

I worry about the future of Mackenzie,  it’s specialized 
programs, over population, and the  traffic in the area. The 
pedestrian accidents have increased over the years. 

Our increased density will only get worse over time. What are the plans for our aging schools 
and the possibilities of refurbishing them to accommodate increased numbers. I believe that 
Portables should not be a solution. 

7 2-27-2019 
11:40:15 

Sticky 
note 

Parent / 
Guardian 

Happy to see kids can stay with their friends across pathways 

8 2-27-2019 
13:09:45 

Sticky 
note 

Parent / 
Guardian 

Sticky note Note:  It makes no sense for a kid who learns at Bathurst/Wilson to have to go to 
Polyani when Mackenzie is closer 

9 2-27-2019 
13:11:11 

Sticky 
note 

Parent / 
Guardian 

Sticky note Note:  Mackenzie - I believe that a fundamental principle of our democray is that 
the school my child goes to should be the same as the Ward I live in. 

10 2-27-2019 
13:12:07 

Sticky 
note 

Parent / 
Guardian 

Sticky note Note:  Mackenzie - ensure all upgrades/renovations take into account access for 
students with disabilities to comply AODA 

11 2-27-2019 
13:12:56 

Sticky 
note 

Parent / 
Guardian 

Sticky note Note: Mackenzie- making pathway official is the most logical decision.  Closing 
optional attendance is also critical 

* see last page 
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(Includes sticky note attached to display board, paper response form, on-line response form, and e-mail) 

Row Time Type Please 1. What are the advantages you see to The 2. What are the disadvantages you see to The 3. Do you have any other suggestions or comments that you would like 
Number stamp identify Model Discussed by the PART? Model Discussed by the PART? the TDSB to consider? 
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yourself? 

12 2-27-2019
13:13:37

 Sticky
note 

 Parent / 
Guardian 

Sticky note Note: Mackenzie - Summit has little input on Mackenzie and has always been part 
of the pop  ulation  

13 2-27-2019 
13:14:  35 

Sticky 
note 

Parent / 
Guardian 

Sticky note Note: Mackenzie - if optional attendance is closed it will open up 92 spots and the 
Summit/Faywood numbers have little impact reducing Macs by 1/3 opens up 240 spot  s. 

14 2-27-2019 
13:15:  32 

Sticky 
note 

Parent / 
Guardian 

Sticky note Note: Mackenzie - current Mackenzie numbers  
gifted 154 
MaCs 346 

 Regular  755 
out of district  170 
optional attendance 92 

15 2-27-2019 
13:15:  58 

Sticky
note 

 Parent / 
Guardian 

Sticky note Note: - Mackenzie - build a wing to school or a new school 

16 2-27-2019 
13:16:  30 

Sticky
note 

 Parent / 
Guardian 

Sticky note Note: - Mackenzie - classrooms created should not replace existing space 

17 2-27-2019 
13:17:  00 

Sticky 
note 

Parent / 
Guardian 

Sticky note Note: Mackenzie - you do extra curricular after school 

18 2-27-2019 
13:17:  32 

Sticky
note 

 Parent / 
Guardian 

Sticky note Note: Mackenzie - I work in a school in YRDSB where there is NO common lunch 

19 2-27-2019
13:18:19

 Sticky 
note 

Parent / 
Guardian 

 Sticky note Note: Mackenzie - double lunch is  a HUGE barrier for extra  curricu  lars, leadersh  ip 
and school commu  nity 

20 2-27-2019 
13:19:  14 

Sticky 
note 

Parent / 
Guardian 

Sticky note Note: Mackenzie - a double lunch is NOT a big deal when compared to school 
distance and splitting co-horts 

21 2-27-2019 
13:19:  45 

Sticky 
note 

Parent / 
Guardian 

 Sticky note Note: Mackenzie - numbers don't  appear to make sense  for projected enrolment fo  r 
 Mackenzie 

22 2-27-2019 
13:20:  15 

Sticky 
note 

Parent / 
Guardian 

Sticky note Note: Mackenzie - distance should not be given a priority when determining 
pathway  s 

23 2-27-2019 
13:20:  53 

Sticky 
note 

Parent / 
Guardian 

 Sticky note Note: Mackenzie - would suggest sharing the increased capacity fro  m new 
classrooms in the Mackenzie projection 

24 2-27-2019 
13:21:  22 

Sticky 
note 

Parent / 
Guardian 

  Sticky note Note: Mackenzie - numbers do not make sense when it comes to development 

25 2-27-2019 
13:22:  02 

Sticky 
note 

Parent / 
Guardian 

Sticky note Note: Mackenzie - the number of classrooms is not really that much (2 rooms in the 
librar  y but alread  y one ther  e so  only  1 roo  m 

26 2-27-2019 
13:22:  51 

Sticky 
note 

Parent / 
Guardian 

Sticky note Note:  Mackenzie - why are students directed to Mackenzie when Polayni is lower 
capacity and not much distance difference 

27 2-27-2019 
13:23:  20 

Sticky 
note 

Parent / 
Guardian 

Sticky note Note: Mackenzie - does this mean MaCs gifted will be moved from Mackenzie? 

28 2-27-2019 
13:24:  04 

Sticky 
note 

Parent / 
Guardian 

Sticky note Note: Mackenzie - accessibility fro  m FAywood/Summit to polanyi is much harder 
 than going north to Mackenzie 

* see last page 
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     29 2-27-2019 
13:24:  49 

Sticky 
note 

Parent / 
Guardian 

Sticky note Note:  Mackenzie - It is unfair to split friends.  It  is only a  small zone been  
excluded  for FAywood  south 

 30 2-27-2019 
13:25:  27 

Sticky 
note 

Parent / 
Guardian 

Sticky note Note: Mackenzie - crossing a highway to get to school JPCI isn't fair to students. 
Mac is walking distance of Faywood 

 31 2-27-2019 
13:25:  57 

Sticky 
note 

Parent / 
Guardian 

Sticky note Note: Mackenzie - It  is really ONLY 17 kids difference per year with this change at 
Mackenzie  

 32 2-27-2019 
13:26:  41 

Sticky 
note 

Parent / 
Guardian 

 Sticky note Note: Mackenzie - "high school students are mob  ile" not as big  a concern crossing 
large streets as for elementary 

 33 2-27-2019 
14:00:  34 

Sticky 
note 

Parent / 
Guardian 

 Sticky note Note: Faywood - how is  projected enrolment high  er if no boundar  y expansion 

 34 2-27-2019 
14:01:  12 

Sticky 
note 

Parent / 
Guardian 

 Sticky note Note: - Faywood - why not c  onsider o  ther schools with less capacityi (downsview, 
nor  thview, polany  i 

 35 2-27-2019 
14:02:  14 

Sticky 
note 

Parent / 
Guardian 

Sticky note Note: Faywood -  why don't speciality programs (  gifted, STEM  ) move to  under 
 capacity schools to m  ake way  for kids who live in then neighbourhood?   not fair to prioritize  

special programs  

 36 2-27-2019 
14:02:  52 

Sticky 
note 

Parent / 
Guardian 

 Sticky note Note: Dublin - w  hy not c  onsider o  ther schools will less capacity 

 37 2-27-2019 
14:03:  21 

Sticky 
note 

Parent / 
Guardian 

 Sticky note Note: Dublin - How is enrolment  higher if NO boundar  y change 

 38 2-27-2019 
14:03:  54 

Sticky 
note 

Parent / 
Guardian 

Sticky note Note: Summit - ther  e is n  o roo  m  for 2 more portables at Summit 

 39 2-27-2019 
14:06:  18 

Sticky 
note 

Parent / 
Guardian 

 Sticky note Note: Summit - how are we going to manage the H  UGE cultur  e shock these kids 
will have going from Summit  to Mackenzie Dublin was a good medi  um 

 40 2-27-2019 
14:07:  07 

Sticky 
note 

Parent / 
Guardian 

 Sticky note Note: Dublin - need to make sure programs  (spor  ts, gym  , mu  sic) they would have 
gotten at Dublin continue if they stay at Summit  

 41 2-27-2019 
14:07:  48 

Sticky 
note 

Parent / 
Guardian 

Sticky note Note: Summit - facilities for 7&8 students at Summit (gy  m Library, computer labs 
will be adequate.  

 42 2-27-2019 
14:08:  12 

Sticky 
note 

Parent / 
Guardian 

 Sticky note Note: how is projected enrolment h  igher if MORE students directed to Mackenzie 

 43 2-27-2019 
14:18:  19 

Sticky 
note 

Parent / 
Guardian 

frustrated with th  e number  of % of  over capacity that  already exists at  mackenzie and that 
students are being moved there  when other neighbour  ing schools are well  under capacity 

 44 2-27-2019 
14:19:  36 

Sticky 
note 

Parent / 
Guardian 

not answered:  how is it equitable to divide CH Best Co-hort and  why not send students to 
polyani which is underuntilized -- equity issues that must addressed 

 45 2-27-2019 
14:20:  52 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

keep the comm  unity north of the  401. like seeing Summit 
students moving to Mackenzie  for high  s  chool 

need to capital investment in the area for summit  and mackenzie.  why is lawrence park not part 
of the discussio  n 

 46 2-27-2019 
14:21:  42 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

the elementary changes seem fine there is NO NEED to change the boundaries for Mackenzie. 
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1. What are the advantages you see to The 
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 47 2-27-2019 
14:22:  48 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

I'  m happy to see the elimination of optional attendance at 
Dublin H  eights, as we ar  e alread  y seeing significant 
overenrollment and struggles of the administration to oversee 
900+ childre  n. Furthermore  , I'  m satisfied b  y the proposal to 
extend Faywood and Summit Heights to Grade 8, reducing 
"pressure  " on Dublin Heights enrollme  nt. 

Selectively changing attendance boundaries f  or W.L  . 
Mackenzie to allow all students coming fro  m Faywood and 
Summit Heights makes no sense at a  ll, e  specially considering 
over-enrollment projections at Mackenzie due to an increase in 
futur  e housing developments in the  near futur  e. It reeks of 

influence from vocal parents *  , who - due to unfounded 
prejudices - won't allow  their children to attend John Polanyi 
(which, despite preconceived notions, has an acclaimed 
Science, Mathematics and Robotics program  ), and has n  o 
merit fro  m an objective geographical and planning perspective.  

Please consider rejecting a change in high school pathways for Summit Heights, and Faywood 
"South" students. Again, John Polanyi's reputation is often sullied due to socioeconomic 
pr  ejudices, and  as such, cannot be considered to be  a legitimate impetus  for changing 
boundari  es. As  far as Faywood is concer  ned, nearb  y Downsview Collegiate should be 
considered as an alternate site,  as they are currently experiencing under-enrollm  ent.  I know as a 
parent that we all want the best  for  our childre  n, but unfounded fears should not be the basis  for 
creating unnecessary issues with respect to over-enrollm  ent. Furthermore,  while it isn't 
currently being pr  oposed, over-enrollment of students  in the general education stream would 
most likely lead to erosion/elimination of the ver  y special education programs that made 
Mackenzie desirable in the first place. For an example of   this, just look at Earl Haig S  .S. - 
which in the late 90s was forced to phase out its g  ifted, and special athletics programs to 
accommodate an influx of new students from new condominiums  in the home school area 
(something that had more geographical ur  gency than what Summ  it, and to some extent 
Fayw  ood, ar  e lobbying for).  

 48 2-27-2019 
14:23:01 		

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

Faywood south kids will stay with their friends in high school, 
will have shorter and safer commute to high school better 

community keeping them there until grade 8 


Mackenzie will need more room and adjustments  

 49 2-27-2019 
14:24:  04 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 	

keeping kids tog  ether transitions 	 if Mackenzie is so over capacity why are we forcing children 
who would otherwise go to polany  i to go there 

Faywood to Dublin to Mackenzie 
summit to polanyi  

 50 2-27-2019 
14:25:  28 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 	

that students a Summit/Faywood will be able to to  stay in t  heir 
 schools until grade 8 

Mackenzie is over capacity   I do not understand  why we ar  e 
expandin  g the boarders to allow more  schools  in. 

 51 2-27-2019 
23:05:  59 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

Reduces number  of transitions for Summit  students.  Never 
reall  y made a lot of sense to leave for 2 years.  Reduces 
students at Dublin which is bursting.  Natural geographic 
boundaries/barriers (crossing  under the 401 which bottlenecks 
south on Bathurst during rush hou  r and takes a ridiculous 
amount of time to travel) are recognized.  A pathway to a high 
school which can be more easily  accessed and  closer to the 
neighbourhood is f  inally acknowledged and formalization of 
the  pathway of Summit students and Faywood south students 
to WL Mackenzie where they have been attending anyway.  

There will be some transition time to integrate 7-8 physically 	
at Summit.  Very small gym, no music etc. 		

Reducing the numb  er of MaCS students fro  m 90 per  year to 60 per y  ear would create120 
spaces of breathing room at Mackenzie.  Moving 154 gifted stude  nts to an under utilized school 
would also help with capacity issues at Mackenzie.  While I acknowledge this was not part of 
the PART, it should be formally i  nvestigated. 

 52 2-28-2019 
6:45:5  7 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

Happier students. Parents who have worry less. More 
 consistency in the students  life.  

None Please put this through!!! 

 53 2-28-2019 
8:46:1  5 

Sticky Parent  / 
Guardian 

Why are we talking about gifted students if  they are part of  the PART? 

 54 2-28-2019 
8:47:0  7 

Sticky Parent  / 
Guardian 

Has the PAR  T looked at  City of Toronto patterns?  

 55 2-28-2019 
8:47:4  2 

Sticky Parent  / 
Guardian 

Why is DSS not involved  ? 
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56 2-28-2019 
8:48:43 

Sticky Parent / 
Guardian 

The secondary with the lowest capacity is not included 

57 2-28-2019 
8:49:43 

Sticky Parent / 
Guardian 

Sticky Note: Summit - Has the infrastructure been looked at?  What is in place for 2020? 

58 2-28-2019 
9:01:41 

Sticky Parent / 
Guardian 

Sticky Note: Mackenzie - Have empathy for the elementary schools but dont understand the 
secondar  y c  hange.   Wh  y are we streaming students to an already over crowded school.  This 
presentation  has several contradictions.  This seems lik  e an  elementary issue.  

59 2-28-2019 
9:14:48 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

none. Very little improvement. Not acceptable.  All schools remain  over capacity  , there is no even discussion 
about eliminating portables that were  ori  ginally invented as a 
temporar  ily solution to compensate  for the population 
fluctuation  s. We are not experiencing temporar  ily population 
increase, it  is a significant permanent increase, and theref  ore 
we need  a good permanent  solution. Dublin Heights is w  ay 
 over capacity now, and it prevents it fro  m normal opera  tion. 

Kindergarten kids suf  fer fro  m not getting three recesses  
outside (their playground cannot accommodate six classes), 

 older kids suf  fer fro  m v  ery short lunch tim  e as  there are now 
three shifts due to the cafeteria capacity. There  are  many other 
issues going o  n caused  by the fact that elem  entary school of 
this size becomes har  d to manage. Portables  only solve 
classroo  m capacity issue, but gym  , library, washrooms, 
cafeteria etc. also have capacity! The  traffic in the area  during 
drop off/ pick up hours became extreme  ly dangerous as local 
streets cannot accommodate so man  y cars. Are you waiting for 
a fatal incident to happen in ord  er to start solving  our 
problems?  Not onl  y parents comp  lain, but local residents (!  ) 
complain that they cannot reach their houses during the rush 
hour  ! 

The  only possible solution is to buil  d TW  O new schools in the area: one eleme  ntary and one 
high-scho  ol. If there is  a commercial residential development in the area, then there should b  e  a 
school developme  nt. What if y  our office was 170% of capacity?  What if YOU had to work in  
the portable  for years?  !  For how l  ong would you retain y  our current job?  And what would be 
the quality of your work done in such conditions  ? Kids deserve the same qua  lity of space as  
you  do! Ther  e is n  o excuses f  or what is happening  now. I  t is a shame  for Canada to put  our kids 
into the conditions far inferior of the one  s in the third-world countr  y that I cam  e from  . 

60 2-28-2019 
17:09:01 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

At the elementary school level, the model appears to alleviate 
as much of the student population pressure as can be expected. 
Appears to be a reasonable solution to the changing 
demographics of the area. 

At the high school level the model does not a  ppear to be an 
effective solution to the i  ssues ar  ound Mackenzie. Given  that 
Polanyi will be at 99% capacity,  it makes no sense to have 
Mackenize at 150%+ capacity  . Issues raised around "crossing 
highway  s" are done f  or dramatic  effect. Someone living on 
Lyonsgate f  or example is 3.7k  m  away fro  m Mackenzie and 
3.7k  m  away fro  m Polanyi. Transit is required  for both  schools. 
Nobody is "crossing the 401"...in both cases they are  travelling 
on Bathur  st, the  only difference being dir  ection. Sheppard and 
Lawrence are comparable in term  s of traffic and would would 
be utilized for the East-West component of the trip. 
Furthermor  e, claim  s of "historicall  y kids from these are  as have 
gone to M  ackenzie" does not j  ustify creating a school 
environment that is this over capacity. The reality is that 
historically kids fro  m these areas went to Fleming, which in  
short-sighted fashion was re-a  llocated/sold. 
La  stly, talk of removing the gifted and  /or the MACS progr  am 
fro  m Mackenzie are being driven b  y parental groups who are 

I am not sure of the legalities around developer levies to build schools in specific regions (  vs. 
TDSB driven decisions around  their perception of overall GTA needs), school access/rights for 
new developments  , but this is an issue that definitely needs to  be addressed immi  nently because 
of the amount of construction taking place and potentially to take place. If  new developments  
could be excluded fro  m Mackenzie and  potentially the over-capacity local eleme  ntary  schools, 
then this would be  a welcom  e discussion at the commun  ity l  evel. 
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using biased EQAO data * . These programs are what has 
made Mackenzie special and the reason ma  ny parents moved 
into the district in the first place. These current Mackenzie 
zoned families should not be penalized due to the socio-
economic biases of people currently out of distri  ct. 

61 2-28-2019 
19:18:44 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

Some people in the community will have a high school nearby. Without moving the MaCS program and Gifted programs at 
Mackenzie the school will be very overcrowded which 

 negatively impacts  all  our children. Faywood allowed the Deaf 
progr  am in when many of the existing buildings a  long Wilson 
were built and in planning stages. Within a very short time  
Faywood no longer had space to accommodate its own 
students and had to  add ma  ny portabl  es.  W  e need to prioritize 
space in our schools for our neighbourhood students that live 
in the zone. 

We recently moved into the proper Mackenzie district  which is alread  y a crowded school  so 
 our kids could go ther  e. Now that we have invested here it is being rezoned to allow  for man  y 

more  areas to attend  , as well as  for future  planned huge developments along Wilson and 
Sheppard to be within the zone. This will lead to terrible  overcrowding  again.  Those planned  
developments should be excluded from attending Mackenzie.  All  special programs should be 
relocated to underenrolled schools with space to accommodate. Not doing that is like  another 
form of  optional attendance.  Our older son  attends  XX  and  ou  r y  ounger son attends the 
neighbourhood sch  ool, Fay  wood. If you choose a special progr  am  for your child you need to 
arrange for the  m to get there. It  doesn’  t need to be the most convenient in the neighbourhood  . 
Those schools ar  e for kids that live there.   High school kids can get to special progra  m 
locations on  their own using public transpor  tation.  I a  m very  disappointed that TDSB isn’t  
planning well for the long term future needs of communities. Move the special programs out to 
make space for our kids to go to Mackenzie! 

 62 3-1-2019 
8:29:1  1 

Sticky Parent / 		
Guardian 	

Sticky Note: Summit - transportation to  JPCI is l  engthy a  nd difficult  for young teenagers fro  m 
our community.  Please prioritize  local kids over specialized programs. 

 63 3-1-2019 
8:29:5  6 

Sticky Parent / 		
Guardian 

Sticky Note: Summit- JPCI (88%), DSS (44%) utilization rates why add more to Mackenzie 

 64 3-1-2019 
8:30:5  5 

Sticky Parent / 		
Guardian 

 Sticky Note: - *  

 65 3-1-2019 
8:47:3  8 

Sticky Parent  / 
Guardian 

Sticky Note: Mackenzie - gifted crowding at Mackenzie could be reduced by allowing gifted 
students to use optional attendance fo  r gifted programs just like all regular  students can access 
optional attendance  for re  gular programs.   This would allow some gifted students who live ne  ar 
Northern  to move out of ov  er crowded Mackenzie to northern gifted which has extra space.  It  
seems like changes to gifted boundary lines in the last few year  s have the intended  or 
unintended effect of  discouraging gifted students from accepting offer  s of placement .   Please 
reverse these effects. Don't just dump gifted programs at under-enrolled schools  or at schools 
that don't of  fer rich  & diverse extraccurri  cular clubs etc t  hat gifted students need to supplement 
lack of  challenge in academics  (even in gifted program)  

 66 3-1-2019 
8:48:3  5 

Sticky Parent / 		
Guardian 	

 Sticky Note: Mackenzie - Summit/Faywood kids shoul  d be a  ble to go to high school in  their 
communities with their peers.  

 67 3-1-2019 
8:49:41 		

Sticky Parent / 		
Guardian 

Sticky Note: - Mackenzie - gift & MaCs programs are integral to the cultural, extra-curricular 
and full positive experience of all students (especially regular students) at Mackenzie and 
should be r  etained. 

 68 3-1-2019 
8:51:0  6 

Sticky Parent / 		
Guardian 	

 Sticky Note: Mackenzie - there is an opportu  nity now to aleviate pressure at Mackenzie, and 
the current proposed model presents a very option.  shouldn't this equal 5192 in the table? 
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69 3-1-2019 
8:51:53 

Sticky Parent / 
Guardian 

Sticky Note: Mackenzie - consider moving gifted out to ease the overcrowding and make room 
for community kids from Faywood/Summit 

70 3-1-2019 
8:53:26 

Sticky Parent / 
Guardian 

Sticky Note: Mackenzie - how will new developments be accommodate?  Was this factored 
into the model? 500 students come from out of area for MaCs and gifted.  Mackenzie is not 
over capacity due to development. 

71 3-1-2019 
8:54:28 

Sticky Parent / 
Guardian 

Sticky Note: Mackenzie - moving the gifted program and/or MaCs program out of Mackenzie 
will solve the over capacity problem and make room for the neighbourhood kids who should 
get first dibs on that space. 

72 3-1-2019 
8:56:25 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

It was insightful Look into several options and don't propose a single model. 
There are many other options available for secondary 
pathways -- yet none were presented aside from the singular 
"solution" encompased by the model. 

73 3-1-2019 
8:58:05 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

somewhat . Helped to see that there are no plans being 
considered that keep schools at capacity and to understand that 
the TDSB thinks that 170% of capacity can be described as 
"well-utilized" which was to me an offensive euphamism. 

present more than one option 

74 3-1-2019 
9:00:15 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

Helpful.  There no answers to some questions like why is 
170% capacity at Mackenzie considered acceptable at all? 
Also, why would boundaries to Mackenzie increasing seem a 
solution 

better sound system.  Although it may use up paper, it would 
be helpful if some key slides were printed so we could see 
them more clearly for longer. 

75 3-1-2019 
9:02:22 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

I found the information helpful in how it offered honestly 
related to the challenges faced by the TDSB planning 
department. It was also helpful to hear the voices of other 
parents.  Thank you for making this event important and 
possible. 

Have more meetings earlier in the process open to all parents. 
Allow parents to learn how they can help to make positive 
changes and minimize rants if possible by parents. 

76 3-1-2019 
9:03:08 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

It may reduce the over utilization in Mackenzie, though I don' 
t think it would resolve the problem in Dublin Heights. 

77 3-1-2019 
9:06:28 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

Removes stress for kids applying to optional attendance for 
Mackenzie. JPCI is too far and difficult to get to probably an 
hour which will be difficult for many students. 

Concerned about closing optional attendance at Dublin - 
difficult transition  for students from Faywood "feels like a 
small school" to high school.  Dublin provides a good interi  m 
step. 

78 3-1-2019 
9:07:50 

Online TDSB Staff 
Member 

Good Plan that keeps neighbourhood kids together. Lack of plan/action to offer great rather than good grade 7/8 
programming 

co-ordinate more/better about finding challenges 

79 3-1-2019 
9:09:44 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

Minimize elementary transitions and alleviate transportation 
challenges from Summit community to JPCI. Ease the 
transition to grade 9 by moving elementary cohorts together to 
a local school. 

enrolment pressures in all schools will presists. 
FAywood/Summit will have challenges implementing grades 
7/8 

80 3-1-2019 
9:10:23 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

consider moving gifted programs from summit, dublin and mackenzie to ease pressure in all 
area schools to a school with unused capacity. 

81 3-1-2019 
9:12:34 

Online TDSB Staff 
Member 

I agree with Summit K-8 especially closing the doors to 
Dublin for Faywood and Summit students 

Mackenzie over crowded 
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82 3-1-2019 
9:13:07 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

Better model for children living north of 401, its too far away 

83 3-1-2019 
9:14:29 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

It solves the elementary school issues It does not adequately address the overcrowding at Mackenzie 
at all 

Do not create a pathway for faywood/summit kids to automatically attend mackenzie. Close 
Mackenzie off to ALL optional attendance 

84 3-1-2019 
9:16:32 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

reduce the over utilization for the school, provide better 
education, provide better enrolment within kids in the 
neighbourhood 

not a full solution for the problem, as an alternative the school 
may look at cutting some of the extra curriculum activities and 
over utilization has been provided by research to reduce 
quality education 

Consider approving an additional space to the school through a capital project 

85 3-1-2019 
9:18:51 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

None for Mackenzie. Emphasis on keeping cohorts together 
holds little importance as compared to maintaining an 
appropriate utilization rate 

Nothing done to address overcrowding at Mackenzie Aim for meeting the MOE benchmarks for new buildings in planning space utilization. Apply 
for capital funding to build extensions instead of adding portables and cannabilizing the library 

86 3-1-2019 
9:22:27 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

Build another high school or expand McKenzie. 

87 3-1-2019 
11:25:42 

Sticky Parent / 
Guardian 

Sticky Note: Faywood - will 8 portables at Faywood will really work?    Do you have a plan? 

88 3-1-2019 
11:26:31 

Sticky Parent / 
Guardian 

Sticky Note: Faywood - my child's home is Faywood but they are currently at XX.  Can they 
still go to Mackenzie as their home high school? 

89 3-1-2019 
11:27:29 

Sticky Parent / 
Guardian 

Sticky Note: Mackenzie - this model doesn't help Mackenzie. It sounds like we are not on the 
top of your list for a any time of capital project. 

90 3-1-2019 
11:28:20 

Sticky Parent / 
Guardian 

Portables at the high school are not terrible, they are better than a split lunch. 

91 3-1-2019 
11:29:36 

Sticky Parent / 
Guardian 

It sounds like your PART representatives haven't reached a consensious.  It makes sense at the 
elementary level but more consideration needs to happen at the secondary pathways 

92 3-1-2019 
11:31:45 

Sticky Parent / 
Guardian 

According to Facebook the 2018 enrolment at Mackenzie is: Gifted (154), MaCs Program 
(346), Regular (925) and Optional Attendance (78). Mackenzie is saying that they don't want 
these 78 students who have historically gone to the school but want to take 346 from out of 
area. 

93 3-1-2019 
11:33:11 

Sticky Parent / 
Guardian 

Moving the gifted program, secondary school review and optional attendance.  By time May 
comes around it is pretty much an done deal. There needs to be a little more transparency. 

94 3-1-2019 
13:12:23 

Sticky Parent / 
Guardian 

Will we lost MaCs as part of the Strategic Plan if we do nothing? 

95 3-1-2019 
13:12:54 

Sticky Parent / 
Guardian 

Why don't we just deal with elementary and let the strategic plan take care of Mackenzie? 

96 3-1-2019 
13:15:49 

Sticky Parent / 
Guardian 

There is no success measures for split lunches.  there will still be safety issues with over 
crowding in the halls and not enough to get to classes. 

97 3-1-2019 
13:17:18 

Sticky Parent / 
Guardian 

If Mackenzie closes itself to optional attendance 170 students won't get in but neither will the 
78 students who live in the community. 

98 3-1-2019 
13:18:31 

Sticky Parent / 
Guardian 

Sticky Note: Mackenzie - Why is JPCI sitting at 80% capacity. * . Students should be 
directed to go there instead of Mackenzie 
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 99 3-1-2019 
13:19:  29 

Sticky Parent / 		
Guardian 

What is the ur  gency of pushing something through  for Mackenzie that doesn't help us. 

 100 3-1-2019 
13:57:  05 

Sticky Parent / 		
Guardian 	

You are projecting  forward 10 years.   But clear  ly this didn't just happen overnight you must 
have seen it coming.  This is not a plan.  If you look at trends you would have been it coming. 

 101 3-1-2019 
13:58:38 		

Sticky TDSB Staff 	
Member  

Sticky Note: JPCI - teachers at JPCI and there is nothing wrong with out  school, it is  a great 
school. She spoke to senior students and they indicated that t  hey would ra  ther in eat in the 
hallways than in  the cafeteria.  Split lunches are not a bad th  ing. 

 102 3-1-2019 
13:59:42 	

Sticky Parent / 		
Guardian 

The elem  entary schools are  over capacity and everyone is so concern about Mackenzie.  Little 
people still play outside and having a huge amount portables is a problem because its takes 
away playspace  

 103 3-1-2019 
14:00:  11 

Sticky Parent / 		
Guardian 

Has the TDSB thought about  a secondar  y camps for MaCs?  

 104 3-1-2019 
14:13:  47 

Sticky Parent / 		
Guardian 	

there doesn't see  m to be a perfect solution.  The TDSB doesn't have the tools for this.  Going  
forward transportation for students going to JPCI will be an issue 

 105 3-1-2019 
17:52:59 		

Online Parent / 	
Guardian 

Som  e advantage at the Elementar  y  level, given that it would 
make sense f  or Faywood which is a  lready a jk-  8 school to 
retain their students through grade 8.  If Summit becomes a jk-
8 school it would make sense to retain their students.  This 
woul  d ease some of  the pressure off  of Dublin.  It woul  d also  
make sense f  or Dub  lin, Summit and Faywood  to close 
optional attendanc  e.   

The model does not address the over-crowding that will occur 
at Faywood and Dublin as a result of new developments  in the 
area. These schools will face significant pressure fro  m new 
area developments  , f  or Dublin along Sheppar  d and in th  e Allen 
Distri  ct.. and  for Fayw  ood, along Wilson and Bathur  st, 
including  the Tippett Road development.  Not all of  the 
proposed developments in the area wer  e included in the m  odel, 
and it is h  ighly possible that the number  s are o  ff. 

Redirecting students to Mackenzie which is major  ly over-
 capacity doesn't make sense in the context of  other schools 

within the area  that have far less utilization.  Mackenzie   will 
be facing significant pressur  e fro  m its existing boundaries  due 
to new developments within the existing area.   I  t does not 
make sense at this time to further widen its boundaries w  ithout 
such widening of boundaries being contingent on an addition.  
Summit is not par  tially zoned for Mackenzie, and there is no 
issue with a split cohort currently.  If the 401 is the real reason 
 for requiring a redirection of s  tudents, ther  e ar  e o  ther options 

to c  onsider (which the par  t did not consider  ) including sc  hools 
that ar  e  significantly  under  capacity such as Downsview  
within ward 5 which is one bus a  long Wilson  Avenue.  
However  , ther  e are man  y students who cross major streets to 
get to high  school.  The TDSB's own planner  , Andrew, 
indicated during the par  t meeting that "high school students are 
mobile".   It is not the same as considerations f  or elementary 
school students.  While Faywood does have a split cohort, this 
would have to be weighed against placing students (and the 
futur  e Tippett development and developments along Wi  lson) 
into  a school that is major  ly over-capacity. 

Equity.    The secondary pathway request has been a desire of certain communities  in the area 
f  or some  time.   The reasons f  or the secondar  y pathway change have nothing  to do with the  401, 
and everything to do with perception of schools that ar  e 'ranked' l  ower on various  scales.  This 
is a bad and dangerous precedent to set.  It validates that  pressur  e to change  a p  athway to a 
more desirably 'ranked' school will succeed even if it makes no sense given the overcapacity at 
that school. 
Prejudice to Mackenzie.  It could (and will) have implications for the MACs progra  m (which  
som  e are suggesting should be m  oved) and  potentially th  e g  ifted program.  While these 
programs may have to be considered at som  e point in the futur  e as part of  a separate  process,  
adding to the number  s now b  y expanding boundaries is prejudicial to Mackenzie.  The notion  
that students have historically been accepted to Mackenzie fro  m these areas ignores the fact 
that ther  e is discretion on the par  t of the administration currently at Mackenzie to not allow 
students in if the facilities/school will be overburdened.  With this proposed c  hange, that 
discretion will be taken away.   
I  t could im  pact whether Mackenzie gets an addition in the future.  Accepting  new students in 
2019, then asking for an additi  on will likely not be well-recei  ved. Asking fo  r an a  ddition, while 
Downsview sits at such a low utilization rate will not be well-received.. particularly if  som  e 
students could hav  e been directed there instead of Mackenzie.  There are internal renovations to 
Mackenzie that MAY be completed   by 2019 (but not with certainty).   These are required to 
serve the existing population. There is no discussion by the part about making the changes 
contingent on that addition or renovations.   

 I hope the considerations brought up at the part meetings and during the public consultation are 
taken into consideration and this process is not just a rubber-stamp of promises made to a 
particular community.  
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106 3-1-2019 
19:30:29 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

I agree with the grade changes relating to Summit and 
Faywood (making them JK-8 schools). 

The model does nothing to alleviate the pressure to Mackenzie 
and its overcrowding situation.  creating a pathway for 
Faywood and Summit students is incompatible with effecting 
meaningful change to W. L. Mackenzie C.I. 

W.L. Mackenzie should keep the existing secondary pathways, and it should also close off all 
optional attendance.  This will greatly assist in the overcrowding situation.  It is unfair to the 
current student body (which exceeds 1500 students) to have to take on more students, when 
there are other UNDERUTILIZED schools that can accommodate the Summit and Faywood 
students (as those schools have already been doing). 

107 3-1-2019 
19:34:36 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

expanding Summit and Faywood to the grade 8 level. creating a direct pathway for Faywood and Summit students to 
Mackenzie. This is disadvantageous to the students who 
attend the school, and it puts too much pressure on the school 
itself and the ability of the school to operate its clubs, etc.. 

the TDSB should avoid making any changes that affect Mackenzie at this time.  It is too 
premature to deal with secondary pathways in this P.A.R.T. process.   In the alternative, the 
secondary pathways should remain as they are, and Mackenzie should be closed off to optional 
attendance. 

108 3-1-2019 
23:39:32 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

It's good as a supplementary set of solutions It's not nearly good enough as a complete solution.  Not even 
close.  The standard of education is already sub-par because of 
over-crowding and it's only going to get worse. 

Rent a building/space (or several) for the 10 years that it will take to build something 
permanent. 

109 3-2-2019 
12:26:52 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

Some reduction at elementary level of pressure at some 
schools. 

The secondary pathway not making sense. Why the urgency 
and why not consider other schools slightly further away as 
potential high school pathway if current pathway is 
unacceptable. Mackenzie is overcrowded!  Have implications 
been considered for CH Best if o/a closed?  May mean 
splitting up friends if attend by o/a at CH Best if they attend 
from out of area with no chance of Mackenzie.  

Why are some schools being prioritized over others? Why was CH Best not included in the 
review? 

110 3-2-2019 
21:06:53 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

It doesn't address the problems it seeks to address re; 
overcrowding.  It doesn't rationally explain why the pathway 
model is preferred? 

Major overcrowding at Mackenzie. Specious arguments in 
favour of changing pathways. Socio-economic bias. 
Prioritizing certain schools over others.  Lack of true 
community input into the process. 

Why not include CH Best? 

111 3-2-2019 
22:39:08 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

Keep kids together k-8 Why Mackenoir is being further overcrowded by Summit and 
Faywood kids who should be attending Polyani which has lots 
of space .  

Close optional attendance to Mackenzie and send summit and faywood kids to polyani. They’ll 
say it’s farther but it’s exactly the same distance from Summit. 

112 3-3-2019 
8:35:09 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

No confusing crossovers. Kids staying at Faywood until grade 
8. Happy with Mackenzie entry after Faywood.  

School needs restructuring for middle school features. 

113 3-3-2019 
8:44:57 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

All kids continue going to school together Not sure yet No 

114 3-3-2019 
8:56:17 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

My concern is for high school since my kids are in private for 
elementary. John polyani is so far outside our community that 
I wouldn’t be happy sending them there. Mackenzie is closer 
to home and half of our community is zoned to go there 
already 

None 

115 3-3-2019 
9:05:41 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

Highly recommend having everyone in district for Faywood to be in district for Mackenzie. It's 
such a small demographic of students that aren't currently zoned for Mackenzie and it makes no 
sense that people living on the west side of Faywood but further south and technically 
geographically closer to Jpci are zoned for Mackenzie but people living on Invermay and other 
streets are not zoned for Mackenzie therefore go to a school where they don't know their peers 
at an age where it is difficult to make new friends in high school. 

* see last page 
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116 3-3-2019 
9:17:2  4 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

Faywood and Summit students go  to Mackenzie  	 Optional attendance  for Faywood students at Dublin grades6-  8 

117 3-3-2019 
9:18:5  5 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

This all makes perfect sense and we agree with all of these 
revisions to the boundaries e  tc. Ama  zing!  

 I don’t think there are any.  		 No 

118 3-3-2019 
9:21:2  1 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 	

Clarity regarding school zonin  g and pathways  Students currently zoned  for Polyani should g  o to that school 	
as the future  capacity at WLM is way too high and Polyani is 
much lower. 		

I live in North Bathurst Manor and there has been no discussion about these proposed changes 
in our zoning to WLM.  I would hope this means there will be no impact t  o us!  Or  at the very 

 least, we are included and consulted in the discussion pr  ior  to any zoning changes  away fro  m 
WLM.  

119 3-3-2019 
9:40:5  5 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

Keeping kids togeth  er through elementary/middle school and 
on through high sc  hool.  

None. No 

120 3-3-2019 
10:07:37 		

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

Advantage is not splitting up kids fro  m elementary school to 
high scho  ol.  

WI McKenzie will  be heavily enrolled.  	 Since Summit Heights kids will not stay at their school through grade 8, they should all be 
zoned for Polayni High  school. Ther  e is no need f  or that  school yo be going to Mc  Kenzie. This 

 will alleviate some stress on that school.  

121 3-3-2019 
14:35:  26 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

Faywood and Summit students stay t  ogether and attend 
Mackenzie.  

None 	 Add a second level to Faywood 

122 3-3-2019 
15:09:  37 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 	

 Consistency with students Bri g  with their peers. 		 More space is needed at Faywood to make a separate 
intermediate area.  

123 3-3-2019 
16:47:32 		

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

None 	 My children are at WLMAC and they already experience a 
very overcrowded school which not i  s not only ill equipped to 
handle the large number  s of students in term  s of a lack of 
space (over crowded halls, crowded lunch rooms, no room for 
students to eat lun  ch, e  tc.) but there ar  e also not enough 
choices f  or students in term  s of classes (my children hav  e not 
been able to get into their class of choice as they fill up very 
quickly  . Adding the Faywood students and the Summit 
students will only add to this proble  m a  nd students' experience 
at the school will suffer greatly. 

The students from Summit Heights and Faywood should be sent to  their current f  eeder school 
which is John Polany  i. This  is  a school that is  under  capacity (cur  rently it is approximately 88% 
full as opposed to MAC which  is almost 150% full.  ) The reasons that the TDSB has provided 
as to  why this i  s not being considere  d ar  e w  ildly inappropr  iate and not compe  lling. There is no 
need to keep an entire cohort of high school students together, especially wh  en this is not b  eing 
considered for students at CH Best who are all split up when they reach hi  gh school. To only 

 consider the needs of the Summit Heights and Faywood students is  highly inequitable and *. 
In addition - it has been stated that the students from Summit Heights and Faywood  shouldn't 
have to cross a  highway to get to sch  ool. This is h  ighly misleading as they are not crossing a 

 highway but rather would have to take  a bus south on Bathurst S  t. that happens to pass  under a 
the bridge of the highway  .  
There is absolutely no reason that the students from Summit  and Faywood should be given  
preferential treatment by streaming them all into WLMAC - which will negatively impact that 
entire WLMAC po  pulation. 
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124 3-3-2019 
16:57:  03 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

The elementar  y recommendations make sense to reduce 
pressures on  Dublin heights.   

the secondar  y school recommendations make absolutely no 
sense to me and I cannot believe this proposal.  I’m not sure 
how you can rationalize changing the boundaries of 
W.Mackenzie to include Summit and fayeood graduates when 
the school is alre  ady at  over 150% and the school t  hey are 
zoned  for is in the 80’s at pre  sent.  Having a projection of 
170% in the future is not a recommendation.  And by under-
utilizing the other schools in the region (Downsview and 
Polyani) you are  ensuring that Mackenzie will never qualify 

 for funding  for an a  ddition.  *. The timing  of  making  a 
decision on recommendations f  or the secondar  y p  athway this 
year also makes absolutely no sense to me if there are other 
reviews relating to Mackenzie in the future. 

You should be closing optional attendance to Mackenzie and 
not changing  the boundaries to direct Summit and day wood 
ther  e.  If  everyone went to the schools  they were zoned  for 
then all schools would be better utilized.  I’m   sorry, but kids 
are resilient and changing to high school is a time when kids 
learn to expand their social networks anyways.  This whole 
cohort none sense in lieu of  a school at 170%  capacity is crazy.  
I  f this was a business plan it would  never fly.  

125 3-3-2019 
17:01:  23 

Online Community 
Member  

Questionable Too much impact on Faywood as an elementary school, with 
developments continuing to be approved on Wilson and south 
of Wilson.  Impact on Mackenzie, again, due to developments 
along Sheppard. 

The percentages and utilization numbers don't add up.  Would like to know what assumptions 
went in to these numbers. 

126 3-3-2019 
17:20:  19 

Online Student None Larger classes which would mean less focus from teachers, 
mor  e crowded and  louder environm  ent, har  der to get around 
and takes more time to get fro  m class to class 

No 

127 3-3-2019 
17:39:  09 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

Closing optional attendance for all schools involved. The PART does little to alleviate the overcrowding at Dublin 
Heights and Fayw  ood. Furthermore, with  a diversion  study 
coming up for Allen district, Dublin will have a split cohort. 
There needs to be an elementary school that can house all the 
students from new developments, then a split cohort can be 
avoided and Dubli  n and Faywood will not becom  e portable 
cities over the next 10 years. A new eleme  ntary school or a 
school that can house elementary students should be part of t  he 
PART plan.  
With regards to Mackenzie, MACs is part of the school's 
identity   and efforts should be made to preserve it. 
Unfortunately  , the trustees have not addressed the RE  AL 
reason that this secondar  y pathway is being rammed  through 
and is expanding  the boundari  es. This whole process has been 
frustrating because of  the consistent and ongoing pressure on 

the trustee to guarantee a pathway to Mackenzie *. If parents 

Thank you  for the opportu  nity to allow comm  unity member  s to have  their  input.  I hope that the 
input will actually be considered and that this PART does not go forward without consideration 
of what the entire community as a whole would like to s  ee.  

* see last page 
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actually sent their children to their designated schools, there 
would actually be equity that TDSB prides itself on. 
Unfortunately, this is one example of how TDSB and the 
trustees have failed in their leadership on equity. 
Though John Polyani is projected to go to capacity, 
Downsview is not. I hope that the diversion plan for 2019 goes 
through to help with overcrowding at Mackenzie, but I also 
hope that there will be a corresponding elementary school for 
these students (whether by bus or new school). 

128 3-3-2019 
21:24:03 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

bringing Faywood North and South into one pathway. and the 
removal of optional attendance to alleviate the strain on Dublin 

Summit pathway to Mackenzie makes no sense when an 
underused school like Polyani is open to them. Completely 
Failed to convince me why this is a good idea !! 

New builds - restrictions on schools they can attend - eliminate the options of Mackenzie for 
sure and force them into schools that have capacity/ LEAVE SUMMIT HEIGHTS PS to John 
Polyani, move Faywood to the Mackenzie  they are closer. Utilize for Summit heights John 
Polyani. 

 129 3-3-2019 
21:29:  24 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

Doesn’t appear that the model solves any long term issues 
brought forward. 

There doesn’  t a  ppear to be  a long term solution confirmed  for 
dealing with population growth to this neighbourhoods.   The 
percentage changes are so minimal that I’  m not c  lear on what 
positive impact these changes will have year over year.  

Stop  waiting  and  start building.  The  only way  to alleviate long  term pressur  e on these schools 
is to build new schools in the areas that need the  m most.    Cramming more kids and teachers in  
to buildings that are alread  y busting at the seems  is as foolish as continuin  g to spend tim  e 
discussing boundaries f  or populations  that ma  y be too  expansive to accommodate these 
changes.   

 130 3-3-2019 
21:41:  35 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

Doesn’t appear that the model solves any long term issues 
brought forward. 

There doesn’  t a  ppear to be  a long term solution confirmed  for 
dealing with population growth to this neighbourhoods.   The 
percentage changes are so minimal that I’  m not c  lear on what 
positive impact these changes will have year over year.  

Stop  waiting  and  start building.  The  only way  to alleviate long  term pressur  e on these schools 
is to build new schools in the areas that need the  m most.    Cramming more kids and teachers in  
to buildings that are alread  y busting at the seems  is as foolish as continuin  g to spend tim  e 
discussing boundaries f  or populations  that ma  y be too  expansive to accommodate these 
changes.   

 131 3-3-2019 
23:00:  57 

Online Parent / 
Guardian 

Kids go to local schools and make friends that are in the 
neighbourhood. Can also safely walk  to schools (elementary, 
middle school and high scho  ol) 

Overcrowding at all schools  Keep all faywood students together as they go to Mackenzie  

 132 2-27-201  9 Sticky Parent /  
Guardian 
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Sticky Note: Mackenzie - how did we  get to the point that Polanyi  isn't on the table + instead 
we're over-enrolling Mackenzie more? 

133 2-27-2019 9:27 
p..m. 

e-mail e-mail:  I know the PART committee worked hard to come to an agreement.  I do feel it is a 
mistake to zone the children for Summit for WL Mackenzie.  WL Mackenzie is over capacity 
and John Polanyi is still under capacity.  Summit will be a K-8 so the whole cohort could go to 
John Polanyi. In both cases, they will have take the Wilson bus to the Subway, what is the 
difference if the go south rather than north? I was disappointed the CH Best was not included 
in the PART process.  Some of the CH Best cohort will be split too.  Most of the CH Best 
cohort are zoned for WL Mackenzie and some are zoned for Northview.  Also, I feel that the 
TDSB made a huge mistake to make the former Sir Sandford Fleming high school site into an 
elementary school.  They are also selling off the former Baycrest elementary.  All the 
surrounding high schools (Lawrence Park, John Polanyi, WL Mackenzie) are very close to 
capacity or over capacity.  Before Sir Sandford Fleming was closed, Summit was zoned for Sir 
Sandford Fleming for High School.  The band aid solution of adding portables is not 
acceptable. If the PART goes through there need to be a commitment for a true addition on 
WL Mackenzie and the three elementary schools or a new high school and/or elementary 
school built.Thank you, 

* see last page 
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134 2-28-2019 6:49 
p.m.  

e-mail e-mail: part 1 of 4: I have previously shared most of  the comments below, via email, to the 
related  trustees, Superintendent and  Director of  Education.  The only updates are related to m  y 
attendance at the public consultation meeting on  Feb. 2  6. 

 I a  m writing to you  in regards to the upcoming Program Area Review public consultation 
meetings impacting Willia  m Lyon Mackenzie secondary school.  I have a child that is currently 
attending Mackenzie and  a child currently attending  CH Best.  Both of my children attended 
Wilmington Elementary, CH Best  Junior Middle school and hopefully both will attend 
Mackenzie  for Secondar  y school  .  I plan on attending  the public consultation m  eetings, but I   am 
concerned that there m  ay not be time to address my  concerns in that forum.  

My  first concern is  in regards to the communication to the comm  unity at large regarding this 
pr  ocess.  While some members of the comm  unity may not have students currently attending 
M  ackenzie, o  r one of its f  eeder school  s, t  hey ma  y wish to be involved in the  consultation 
process for other reasons.  How has the TDSB shared information  about this process and the 
public consultation meetings with the  community at large?  As a  parent council member at 
Mackenzie and at CH  Best, one of its f  eeder  schools, I was made  awar  e of this through council 
me  etings.  As a community member, who owns  a home in the immediate vicinity of  CH Best 
and Mackenzie, I have not been provided  any information regarding  this process.  Has the  
community population surrounding Mackenzie and  its feeder schools been properly informed  
about the considerations and the oppor  tunity to express  their support  or concerns? 

My  o  ther concerns  relate dir  ectly to the proposed boundary changes for Mackenzie and its 
feeder schools. I have reviewed the information compiled by the TDSB including the original  
proposals fro  m the planning department and the subsequent committee meetings and have not  
found that m  y concerns have been addressed.     

135 2-28-2019 6:49
p.m.
 e-mail e-mail: part 2 of 4:   

My understanding is that the proposed changes will largely  involve  adding grade 7  and 8 to 
Summit and feeding all of those grade 8 students into Mackenzie despite the fact that those 
students are currently zoned to attend John Polanyi.  My understanding  is that this is being 
done to address over   capacity issues at the middle school level,  address parent concerns 
regarding students having to “cross” the 401 to get to school,  the distance for students to walk 
to school, the number of transitions students are being exposed  t  o, the desire to keep cohorts of 
students intact, and the desire to include families  that feel that they are already part of  the 
Mackenzie community.   

In terms of  the over capacity issues I  a  m appalled  that the TDSB  proposal put forward  to 
address middle school  capacity issues appears to completely ignore the capacity issues at the 
secondary level.  Mackenzie is currently sitting well above capacity while John Polanyi sits 
well below capacity  .  Mackenzie is so  far above  capacity that students  find the halls crowded 
and claustr  ophobic when t  hey are moving around the sc  hool, clubs are often filled to capacity 
and are sometimes  unable to encourage new (including grade  9) students to j  oin, and the 
cafeteria/auditorium and library cannot accommodate the volume  of students.  The capacit  y 
issues ar  e such an enormous concern at Mackenzie  that part of the original proposal fro  m the 
TDSB was to move Mackenzie  to split lunches, something that the major  ity of parents and 
students at Mackenzie do  not support.  The only part of  the proposal that appears to address the 

* see last page 
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capacity issues is the decision to close optional attendance at Mackenzie. The first question is, 
why would a school that is over capacity even be allowed to accept any optional attendance 
students? The second question is if you are closing the optional attendance to address capacity 
concerns why would you then increase the capacity by expanding the school boundaries? How 
is it possible that the TDSB would put forward any proposal that would involve moving 
students from a school that is below capacity to a school that already exceeds capacity and is 
not always able to meet the needs of all of its current students? 

As to parent concerns about “crossing” the 401 I am at a loss to understand why the TDSB 
would begin a process like this to address an issue that was created by the Board itself.  I 
believe that the 401 would have run its same course when the original school boundary lines 
were drawn and that this has never been an issue before so what has changed that it is now a 
concern? I would also question the terminology being used about “crossing” the 401.  Clearly 
children are not being asked to walk across active lanes of a major highway.  In a city the size 
of Toronto, with the number of schools and major roadways, I would imagine that many other 
students have to “cross” main arteries to get to school, in fact students from William Lyon 
Mackenzie and John Polanyi have to cross Allen Rd when they are coming from the West end 
of the catchment area. Is the TDSB going to be addressing ALL of the schools where students 
are crossing main arteries?  Will they be providing bussing for all those students? I am unsure 
why this is a particular issue for these students and what differentiates them from other TDSB 
students that cross main arteries to access their area school. 

136 2-28-2019 6:49 
p.m.  

e-mail e-mail: part 3 of 4:    

The walking distance issue appears to  be quite different f  or students from Summit versus 
students from Faywood.  I can understand that it may be difficult fo  r a student fro  m Faywood 
to walk to John Polanyi as t  heir access going South would be impeded  by the 401.  This means 
that t  hey would  either have to go East to Bathur  st, South to Lawrence and then West again to 
school o  r  they would need to  take t  he subway down the Allen and  then walk to Polany  i.  
Students fro  m Summit don’t have this issue as they would alread  y be heading West and would 
not have to back track in or  der to access Polanyi.   However  , the boundaries f  or these schools 
were,  again, created b  y the TDSB and  obviou  sly meet the transportation guidelines that should 

 apply to all of the schools so  I a  m unsure  why it is a particular issue for these students and what 
differentiates  them fro  m  other TDSB students that have to take a circuitous route to  school.   

The remaining three issues, the number of transitions experienced by students, the desire to 
keep cohorts of students intact and the desir  e to include families in the community of the school 
are not dire issues but rather preferences.  The parents of these students would pr  efer that  their 
children not experience as many transitions, not be split up fro  m friends and  attend a school 
that t  hey feel is  part of  their community.  What about the preferences of  the over 2000  other 
students and  their parents?    I would pr  efer that my  child’  s school not be overcrowded is that 
preference going to be addressed  by the TDSB?   W  hy do the preferences of  these particular 
parents and students outweigh the preferences of  so many others?  My children  hav  e 
experienced various transitions as  they and  their cohort move through the school sys  tem in 
Toronto.  They  began  at Wilmington  for K-4  and  then  moved  on   to CH Best f  or grades 5-8 
(these grades have changed  after the Progra  m Area Review that CH  Best underwent last year) 
they will then move on to Mackenzie for Secondary school.  It is quite common that students 
would move fro  m elementar  y to middle school and then  to high school.  It is also  quite 

* see last page 
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common for students to move during their school years and have to attend more than one 
school at a particular level.  Most students seem to be able to manage these transitions, so again 
I am unsure what makes this particular group of TDSB students more vulnerable. In relation to 
keeping the cohort together technically the entire cohort from Summit is zoned to attend 
Polanyi and could all attend grade 9 there as a single cohort. If you are referring to the cohort 
as students from Dublin, Faywood and Summit then they could potentially be attending two 
different secondary schools.  It is interesting to me that the cohort issue has been brought up as 
one of the concerns as one of the other Mackenzie feeder schools, CH Best, also has a split 
cohort. Both of my children will have attended CH Best and the students from there are also 
divided into two different secondary pathways, Northview and Mackenzie.  It was a struggle 
for my son when he first started at Mackenzie because a number of his friends had gone to 
Northview. If you are addressing this issue for students at Summit will you be addressing it for 
all middle schools, including CH Best, that have dual secondary pathways?  Will my younger 
son be moving with his whole cohort to Mackenzie? Again I question why this particular 
group of students would be more vulnerable to change than all of the other TDSB students that 
share similar pathway experiences. As to the community issue my response is simple, if they 
were truly a part of the Mackenzie community then they would live within the boundary 
originally created by the TDSB based on distance from the school.  

137 2-28-2019 6:49 
p.m. 

e-mail e-mail: part 4 of  4:    
On Febru  ary 26  I attended the public consultation meeting held to discuss this process.  I  
commented that the information provided had done nothing to convince me that there was a  
dir  e need to change the boundari  es o  f a secondary  school to move students to  a school that was 
well  over capacity fro  m a school that was  over capacity and in fact if all of the students 
attended the school they were zoned  for the cohort issue would be moot.  I also asked  why the 
changes to the boundar  y f  or Mackenzie are  even being considered as part of this process since 
the reasoning behind that was also not clear?    I received no answer, just a promise to share that 
information with the committee.    

 After reviewing all of the Program Area Review information and attending the public 
consultation meeting  I am left feeling that preferential treatment is  being given to  a select group 

of parents and students by the TDSB.  *. I also  find  it interesting  that out of  all the feeder 
schools that access Mackenzie the  only one that was left out of  this process entirely was CH 

Best, *. None of  what I have read or heard  has explained  these very visible equity concerns.   

 I hope that as representatives of the TD  SB, a  Board  that emphasizes the equitable treatment of  
all of its students, that you will look at this with a critical  lens and make a decision based on the 
best interests of all the students im  pacted. 

* see last page 
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138 2-28-2019 2:12 
p.m.  

e-mail e-mail: I did not have time to write out my response to your How Did we do? survey the night 
of the public consultation meeting.  I was told I can email my response to this address. 

Did you find the information provided tonight helpful? 
The information provided that evening was helpful in explaining the reasoning behind the 
changes to the elementary pathways for students at Dublin, Faywood, Ledbury and Summit.  
The information provided that evening did nothing to explain the reasoning behind the addition 
of the changes to Mackenzie's boundaries. The reasoning I heard did not justify the urgency of 
this change, especially considering the upcoming secondary review for the entire TDSB. I 
asked a question at the end of the meeting about the reasoning for the addition of the changes to 
Mackenzie's boundaries in this process and I received no answer at all. 
Do you have any suggestions for how we can improve these types of meetings? 
These meetings can be improved by ensuring that they are a valuable and effective part of the 
PART process overall. To be considered a valuable and effective part of the PART process the 
public consultation meetings would need to come at a point in the timeline where alterations, 
based on issues brought forward at the public meeting, could be made to the proposal prior to it 
being presented to the board of trustees.  I believe that may not currently be the case based on 
some comments made at the public consultation meeting on Feb. 26.  While at the public 
consultation meeting the Superintendents present stated that PARTs are always approved at the 
trustee level. In fact they could only think of one example where a PART decision was sent 
back for some adjustment.  They also stated that the trustees present were in support of the 
proposal being presented.  This implies that this process is flawed from the beginning.  If the 
proposal created by the PART is almost guaranteed to be approved and the trustees are already 
voicing their support for this proposal prior to the public consultations then what is the point of 
them?  What an utter waste of three hours I spent politely listening to the presentation and the 
questions raised by other community members/parents.  If you truly want to improve these 
meetings then you need to ensure the viewpoints being expressed are valued and you need to 
examine their place in the overall process. 

139 3-1-2019 6:46 
p.m.  

e-mail e-mail; My son currently attends Wilmington Elementary School. We live in Bathurst Manor. 
We were excluded from notices regarding the Program Area Review. Children currently 
attending Wilmington and zoned for Mackenzie are clearly not a consideration at all. 

Mackenzie is over capacity and will continue to be greatly over-capacity by re-zoning all 
students from Summit Heights and Faywood to Mackenzie. This was made clear at the latest 
meetings regarding the proposed changes. 

I understand one of the reasons to do is to avoid the split that currently exists in having students 
zoned for John Polanyi. 

What will happen to children like mine? Are the same excuses for re-routing students to 

Mackenzie suddenly going to be imposed on Wilmington*: zoning us for Northview Heights 
instead? This is something that many families in Bathurst Manor do not want * 

We are invisible stakeholders in the Program Area Review who potentially confront the 
greatest risk to our interests with the proposed changes. 

How do I ensure that what is in the best interests for my children is not tampered with while the 

* see last page 
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team overseeing the Program Area Review accommodates families with children at Summit 

Heights and Faywood? 


Clearly Bathurst Manor will become a lot more densely populated when the land of the former
	
Bathurst Manor plaza is developed into multi-unit homes. The area in general is growing with
	
more families with school-aged children. Overcrowding is present as is.
	

Where is the consideration  for m  y children?  F  or  our area?  Let me  be clear:  

1) we do not want to be re-zoned for Northview Heights; 

2) We do not want our children attending a high school that is at almost at 200% over- capacity
	
because others voices were deemed more important than ours. 


We want our voices heard and our concerns to be acknowledged and properly and publicly
	
addressed.
	

140 3-1-2019 7:37 
p.m.  

e-mail e-mail:  I write to you with great concern about the proposed changes to the Secondar  y 
 Pathway proposed f  or W.L  . Mackenzie C.I. 

I am a resident of the area, and  have children who attend Dublin Heights, and who will be 
attending W.L. Mackenzie in the future.  
I have attended two P.A.R.T. meetings and have heard and read all the information and 
comments relating to the issues. 
I strongly disagree with the proposed model that sets out to create a direct pathway for Summit 
Heights and Faywood students to attend W.L. Mackenzie C.I. 
The ONL  Y model that has been put forth does nothing  to alleviate the over-enrollment issues 
that Mackenzie is currently experien  cing, and - based on the TDSB model  with projected 
attendance numbers – the model does nothing to alleviate  or reduce these pressures.  
A projection of 170% of  capacity at Mackenzie in the future is unacceptable, and I a  m 
astounded that t  his is even a proposed solution in the eyes of the TDSB.  
I urge you to not proceed with the proposed secondary pathway changes. It does not benefit the 
students to have such  a gro  ssly overcrowded  school, when an underutilized school (John 
Polanyi C.I.) is also in the area  .  
The TDSB  has an opportu  nity to mak  e  a change to benefit a growing scho  ol, and an growing 
school community – it seeks premature and short  sighted to attempt  to accommodate a small 
number of  students from other catchment area at the detriment of the 1500++ students who are 
designated to attend the  school.  I stro  ngly believe that furthe  r options need to be considered 
with respect to the secondar  y pathways.   
I thank you for taking the time to consider my concerns. 

* see last page 
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141 3-1-2019 8:55 
p.m.  

e-mail e-mail:  To whom it may concern, 

I am concerned about the overcrowding at William Lyon Mackenzie high school with the new 
re-zoning that is being proposed.  My family lives in Bathurst Manor and one reason we live 
here is because we are zoned for Mackenzie which is where we  want to send  our children  for 
high scho  ol.  

 I a  m concerned we m  ay be r  e zoned to Northview Heights if  other  schools are taking up all the 
spaces at Mackenzie with the new re  zoning.  I a  m unsure whether  this is simpl  y a fear or a real 
possibility but would like to be part of the conversation.   

Sincerely, 

142 3-2-2019 7:40 
p.m. 

e-mail e-mail:  My family lives in Bathurst Manor. We were excluded from notices regarding the 
Progra  m Area Review, despite the fact that we are zoned for William Lyon Mackenzie 
Collegiate Institute.  

 1.  I do not want want my children to be at risk of being re-zoned to Northview Heights. The 
split of students being zoned for Mackenzie and John Polanyi is  one of the reasons f  or w  hy a  
total re-zone to Mackenzie is being pr  oposed. Currently  , there is a split at C.H. Best  between 
Mackenzie and Northview Heights  . I do not want the same  logic being applied to the current 
Program Area Review to  later be imposed on m  y family to its detriment.  
2. I do not want my children to attend a high school school that is 176% or more over-capacity. 
A few portables and 4 new classrooms will not solve the problem, especially as Bathurst Manor 
and the surrounding  area becomes more  d  ensely populated with young families due to new 
developments. 
3. I do not want my children being re-zoned for Northview Heights because Armour Heights 
and Clanton Park South were re-zoned for Mackenzie. 
The current proposed changes seriously risks subordinating the concerns of families residing in 
Bathurst Ma  nor to those residing in Arm  our Heights and Clanton Park South.  
Our voices need to be heard and our concerns ought to be publicly addressed. 
Mackenzie is over capacity and will continue to be greatly over-capacity by re-zoning all 
students fro  m Summit Heights and Faywood to M  ackenzie. T  his was made clear at the latest 
meetings regarding the proposed cha  nges. 
I understand one of the reasons to re-zone them is to avoid the split that currently exists in 
having students zoned f  or John Polanyi  .  
What will happen to children like mine? C. H. Best currently has a split between Mackenzie 
and Northview H  eights. Is the same  excuse  for re-routing students to Mackenzie  suddenly 
going to be imposed on students fro  m Bathurst Manor,  by zoning us f  or Northview Heights 
instead?  This is something that  many fam  ilies in Bathurst Manor do not want (and  for sim  ilar 
reasons w  hy many parents don’t wan  t t  heir children being zoned fo  r John Polanyi). 
The solutions being proposed for overcrowding at Mackenzie provide zero comfort. Portables 
and a few new classrooms will not solve over-capacity, especially as Bathurst Manor becomes 
more densely populated with young families.  
In my view, the proposed changes simply displaces one problem for another and currently risks 
subordinating the concerns of families in Bathurst Manor to the concerns of families in Armour 
Heights and Wilson  Heights. 
Thank you for your time and review of my concerns, 

* see last page 
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143 3-2-2019 8:58 
p.m.  

e-mail e-mail: My family lives in Bathurst Manor. We w  ere excluded fro  m notices regarding the 
Progra  m Area Review, despite the fact that we  are  zoned for Willia  m Lyon Mackenzie 
Collegiate Institute.  

 1.  I do not want want my children to be at risk of being re-zoned to Northview Heights. The 
split of students being zoned for Mackenzie and John Polany  i is one of the reasons f  or w  hy a  
total re-zone to Mackenzie is being pr  oposed. Currently  , there is a split at C.H. Best  between 
Mackenzie and Northview Heights  . I do not want the same  logic being applied to the current 
Program Area Review to  later be imposed on m  y family to its detriment.  
 2.  I do not want m  y children to attend a high school school that is 176% o  r more  over-capacity  . 
A few portables and 4 new classrooms will not solve the problem, especially as Bathurst Manor 
and the surrounding  area becomes mor  e d  ensely populated with young families due to new 
developments. 
 3.  I do not want m  y children being re-zoned  for Northview Heights because Armour Heights 
and Clanton Park  South were re-zoned for Mackenzie.  
The current proposed changes seriously risks subordinating the concerns of families residing in 
Bathurst Ma  nor to those residing in Arm  our Heights and Clanton Park South.  
Our voices need to be heard and our concerns ought to be publicly addressed. 
Mackenzie is over capacity and will continue to be greatly over-capacity b  y re-zoning all 
students fro  m Summit Heights and Faywood to M  ackenzie. T  his was made clear at the latest 
meetings regarding the proposed cha  nges. 
 I understand one of the reasons to re-zone them is to avoid the split that currently exists in 
having students zoned f  or John Polanyi  .  
What will happen to children like mine? C. H. Best currently has a split between Mackenzie 
and Northview H  eights. Is the same  excuse  for re-routing students to Mackenzie  suddenly 
going to be imposed on students fro  m Bathurst Manor,  by zoning us f  or Northview Heights 
instead?  This is something that  many fam  ilies in Bathurst Manor do not want (and  for sim  ilar 
reasons w  hy many parents don’t wan  t t  heir children being zoned fo  r John Polanyi). 
The solutions being proposed for overcrowding at Mackenzie provide zero comfort. Portables 
and a few new classrooms will not solve over-capacity, especially as  Bathurst Manor becomes 
more densely populated with young families.  
In my view, the proposed changes simply displaces one problem for another and currently risks 
subordinating the concerns of families   in Bathurst Manor to the concerns of families in Armour 
Heights and Wilson  Heights. 
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144 3-2-2019 11:33 
p.m. 

e-mail e-mail: My family lives in Bathurst Manor. We were  excluded fro  m notices regarding the 
Progra  m Area Review, despite the fact that we  are  zoned for Willia  m Lyon Mackenzie 
Collegiate Institute.  

 1.  I do not want want my children to be at risk of being re-zoned to Northview Heights. The 
split of students being zoned for Mackenzie and John Polanyi is  one of the reasons f  or w  hy a  
total re-zone to Mackenzie is being pr  oposed. Currently  , there is a split at C.H. Best  between 
Mackenzie and Northview Heights  . I do not want the same  logic being applied to the current 
Program Area Review to  later be imposed on m  y family to its detriment.  
2. I do not want my children to attend a high school school that is 176% or more over-capacity. 
A few portables and 4 new classrooms will not solve the problem, especially as Bathurst Manor 
and the surrounding  area becomes more  d  ensely populated with young families due to new 
developments. 
3. I do not want my children being re-zoned for Northview Heights because Armour Heights 

* see last page 
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and Clanton Park  South were re-zoned for Mackenzie.  
The current proposed changes seri  ously risks subordinating the concerns of  families residing in  
Bathurst Ma  nor to those residing in Arm  our Heights and Clanton Park South.  
 Our voices need to be heard and  our concerns ought to b  e public  ly addr  essed. 

Mackenzie is over capacity and will continue to be greatly over-capacity b  y re-zoning all 
students fro  m Summit Heights and Faywood to M  ackenzie. T  his was made clear at the latest 
meetings regarding the proposed cha  nges. 
 I understand one of the reasons to re-zone t  hem is to avoid the split that currently exists in 
having students zoned f  or John Polanyi  .  
What will happen to children like mine?  C. H. Best  currently has a split between Mackenzie 
and Northview H  eights. Is the sam  e excuse  for re-routing students to Mackenzie  suddenly 
going to be imposed on students fro  m Bathurst Manor,  by zoning us f  or Northview Heights 
instead?  This is something that  many fam  ilies in Bathurst Manor do not want (and  for sim  ilar 
reasons w  hy many parents don’t wan  t t  heir children being zoned fo  r John Polanyi). 
The solutions being  proposed f  or overcrowding at Mackenzie provide zero comfort. Portables 
and a few new classrooms will not solve over-capacity, especially as  Bathurst Manor becomes 
more densely populated with young families.  
In my view, the proposed changes simply displaces one problem for another and currently risks 
subordinating the concerns of families in Bathurst Manor to the concerns of families in Armour 
Heights and Wilson Heights. 
Thank you, 

145 3-3-2019 12:02 
a.m.  

e-mail e-mail:  To whoever this may concern, 

My family and I are longtime residents of Bathurst Manor. To say we were disappointed from 
being excluded from the notices regarding the Program Area Review, despite the fact that we 
are zoned for William Lyon Mackenzie Collegiate Institute, is an understatement. How are we 
not even asked nor invited to such discussions which directly impact our family and children 
regarding our home school? 
The current proposed changes seriously risk subordinating the concerns of families residing in 
Bathurst Manor to those residing in Armour Heights and Clanton Park South.  
To be clear: 
 1.  I do not want want my children to be at risk of being re-zoned to Northview Heights because 
Armour Heights and Clanton Park South were re-zoned for Mackenzie, my neighbourhood 
school.  I  understand that one of the reasons to re-zone them is to avoid the split that currently 
exists in having students zoned for John Polanyi, but what will happen to children like mine? 
Currently, there is a split at C.H. Best between Mackenzie and Northview Heights. This split 
has existed for years - even when I attended C.H. Best in the early 1990s. 
Is the same excuse for re-routing students to Mackenzie suddenly going to be imposed on 
students from Bathurst Manor, by zoning us for Northview Heights instead? This is something 
that myself and many families in Bathurst Manor do not want (for similar reasons why many 
parents don’t want their children being zoned for John Polanyi). 
I do not want the same logic being applied to the current Program Area Review to later be 
imposed on my family to its detriment. 
2. If not re-zoned, I still do not want my children to attend a high school that is 176% or  more 
over-capacity. What was made evident at the latest meetings was the major issue of over-
capacity which will be exacerbated  by the re-zoning all students fro  m Summit Heights and 
Faywood to Mackenzie - so how does this idea make sense? 
The solutions being  proposed for  overcrowding at Mackenzie provides minimal comfort. 
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Adding a few portables and new classrooms will not solve the issue of over-capacity,  especially 
as Bathurst Manor becomes mor  e den  sely populated given the man  y new developments now 
underway  .  
It seems that the proposed changes  displace one problem for an  other and risks subordinatin  g 
the concerns of families in Bathurst M  anor to the concerns of families  in Armour Heights and 
Wilson Heights. 
Please advise on the above concerns as well as include Bathur  st Ma  nor in the discussions 
currently underway  . These matter  s impact my  kids, and  so  I am sure you can understand  their 
importance to my family  .  

146 3-3-2019 12:04 
a.m. 

e-mail e-mail: To whoever this may concern,  

My family and I are longtime residents of Bathurst Manor. To say we were disappointed from 
being excluded from the notices regarding the Program Area Review, despite the fact that we 
are zoned for William Lyon Mackenzie Collegiate Institute, is an understatement. How are we 
not even asked nor invited to such discussions which directly impact our family and children 
regarding our home school? 

The current proposed changes seriously risk subordinating the concerns of families residing in 
Bathurst Manor to those residing in Armour Heights and Clanton Park South.  

To be clear: 

1. I do not want want my children to be at risk of being re-zoned to Northview Heights because 
Armour Heights and Clanton Park South were re-zoned for Mackenzie, my neighbourhood 
school. I understand that one of the reasons to re-zone them is to avoid the split that currently 
exists in having students zoned for John Polanyi, but what will happen to children like mine? 
Currently, there is a split at C.H. Best between Mackenzie and Northview Heights. This split 
has existed for years - even when I attended C.H. Best in the early 1990s. 

Is the same excuse for re-routing students to Mackenzie suddenly going to be imposed on 
students from Bathurst Manor, by zoning us for Northview Heights instead? This is something 
that myself and many families in Bathurst Manor do not want (for similar reasons why many 
parents don’t want their children being zoned for John Polanyi). 

I do not want the same logic being applied to the current Program Area Review to later be 
imposed on my family to its detriment. 

2. If not re-zoned, I still do not want my  children to attend a  high school that is 176% o  r more 
over-capacity. What was made evident at the latest  meetings was  the majo  r issue of over-
capacity which will be exacerbated  by the re-zoning all students fro  m Summit Heights and 
Faywood to Mackenzie - so how does this idea make sense? 
The solutions being  proposed f  or overcrowding at Mackenzie provides minimal comfort. 
Adding a few portables and new classrooms will not solve the issue of over-capacity,  especially 
as Bathurst Manor becomes more  den  sely populated given the man  y new developments now 
underway  .  

It seems that the proposed changes  displace one problem for another and risks subordinating 
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the concerns of families in Bathurst Manor to the concerns of families in Armour Heights and 
Wilson Heights. 

Please advise on the above concerns as well as include Bathurst Manor in the discussions 
currently underway. These matters impact my kids, and so I am sure you can understand their 
importance to my family. 

147 3-3-2019 4:23 
a.m.  

e-mail e-mail:  To whoever this may concern, 
> 
>  My fam  ily and  I are longtime residents of Bathurst Manor  . To  say we were disappointed 
from being excluded fro  m the notices regarding the Progra  m Area Review, despite the fact that 
we are zoned for Willia  m Lyon Mackenzie Collegiate Institute, is an understateme  nt. How are 
we not even asked  nor invited  to  such discussions w  hich directl  y impact  our fam  ily and 
children regarding  our home school? 
> 
> The current proposed changes seri  ously risk subordinating the concerns of families  residing 
in Bathurst Manor to those residing  in Armour Heights and Clanton Park  S  outh.  
> 
> 
> 
> 

To be clear:  

 1. I  do not want want my children to be at risk of being re-zoned to Northview Heights 
because Armour Heights and Clanton Park South were re-zoned for Mackenzie, my 
neighbourhood sch  ool.  I understand that one of the reasons to r  e-zone them is to avoid the split 
that currently exists in having students zoned  for John Polanyi, but what will happen to 
children like mine?   
> Currently, there is a split at C.H.  Best between Mackenzie and Northview Heights. This split 
has existed  for years - even when  I attended C.  H. Best in the ear  ly  1990s.  
>
>
>

 
 Is  the same excuse f  or re-routing students to Mackenzie sudde  nly going  
 to be imposed on students fro  m Bathurst Manor  , by zoning us f  or Northview Heights 
instead?  This is something that myself and many families in Bathurst Ma  nor do not want (f  or 
similar reasons wh  y many parents don’t want their children being zoned fo  r John Polanyi). 
> 
>  I do not want the sam  e logic being applied to the current Program Area Review to later be 
imposed on my  family to its detrime  nt. 
> 
> 2. If not re-zoned, I still do not want my children to attend   a high  school that is 176% o  r mor  e 
over-capacity. What was made evident at the latest  meetings was  the majo  r issue of over-
capacity which will be exacerbated  by the re-zoning all students fro  m Summit Heights and 
Faywood to Mackenzie - so how does this idea make sense? 
> The solutions being proposed  f  or overcrowding at Mackenzie provides minimal comfor  t. 
Adding a few portables and new classrooms will not solve the issue of over-capacity,  especially 
as Bathurst Manor becomes mor  e den  sely populated given the man  y new developments now 
underway  .  
 
 It seems that the proposed changes  displace one problem for another and risks subordinating 
the concerns of families in Bathurst Manor to the concerns of families in Armour Heights and 
Wilson Heights. 
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> Please advise on the above concerns as well as include Bathurst Ma  nor in the discussions 
currently underway  . These matter  s impact my  kids, and  so  I am sure you can understand  their 
importance to my family  .  

148 3-3-2019 2:54 
p..m. 

e-mail e-mail: Good afternoon, 

After attending one of the PART meetings last week, I wanted to add in my comments about 
the proposed changes. 

1. I completely agree, add in 7-8 to Summit which will alleviate the  overflow to Dublin. 
2. Dublin however with the added portables - needs added Facilities to offset the added 
childre  n. It sound plain disgusting at this  point. 
3.  removing the optional attendance at all three elementary schools - 100% makes sense. 
 4. Bring Faywood North and South to  gether and  align/pathway the  m to M  ackenzie. 

 5. Do not pathway Summit to Mackenzie - *. Summit Heights PS was never zoned for 
Mackenzie and upon buying homes in that area even if Mackenzie was optional that optional 
attendance could always be changed. So to argue that as part of their case is ridiculous.  

*. 

6. New builds in the future should have restrictions on them upon purchase in regards to 
schools their children can attend. they must attend XYZ but it wont be mackezie. 
RESTRICTIONS ON SCHOOLS FOR NEW BUILDS IS NEEDED. Upon signing and buying 
a property it is clearly marked and BOLDED in the purchase agreement. So they cannot come 
back and argue this point in the future. 

Again my suggestion -
Add 7-8 at Summit 
No optional for any of the three elementary schools 
Bring Faywood North and South together and pathway to Mackenzie 
Leave Summit at John Poly  ani. 
no option  for new builds to attend an  y of these  over  over capacitated  schools. 

Thank you 

* see last page 
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149 3-3-2019 3:29 
p..m. 

e-mail e-mail:  Hello! 

My family lives in Bathurst Manor, and we are currently zoned for William Lyon Mackenzie 
Collegiate Institute. I understand there is currently a process underway to determine potential 
changes to zoning. 

 I do not want my  children to be at risk of being re-zoned to Northview H  eights.  I don't see  why 
a fami  ly who lives in walking distance to Mackenzie (without having  to cross  any ma  jor roads)  , 
would be bumped to  a differe  nt school (which i  nvolves crossing a majo  r str  eet), to  favour the 
needs of families who do not live in the neighbourhood. I do not want my children being re-
zoned for Northview Heights because Armour Heights and Clanton Park  South wer  e rezoned 
 for Mackenzie. This current proposed change risks subordinating the concerns of families 

residing in Bathurst Ma  nor to those residing in Armour Heights and Clanton Par  k S  outh. 

I do not want my children to attend a high school that is 176% or more overcapacity. A few 
portables and four new classrooms will not solve the problem, especially as Bathurst Manor 
and the surrounding area becomes more densely populated with young families. Mackenzie is 
overcapacity and will continue to be greatly overcapacity by rezoning all students from Summit 
Heights and Faywood to Mackenzie. 

Please consider these concerns as this program area review continues. 
150 3-3-2019 5:18 

p..m. 
e-mail e-mail:  To Who  m it May Concern,  

I recently attended the PART Review Meeting held at Northview Heights Secondar  y School on 
Tu  esday February   26th. 
I have two children currently attending Willia  m Lyon Mackenzie (“Mac”) and one that will 
attend  in a few years. I a  m writing  to express my  concern  with  respect to the proposed 
enlargement of the   pathway area  associated with Mac.  
As you  already know, Mac is severely overcrowded at  this time - so much so that students are 
forced to eat in the  hallways, the state of  disrepair at the school is extreme and teachers and 
other staff (like guidance councillors) are burdened with so many students that t  hey regularly 
have no tim  e f  or extr  a help  or even enough tim  e to meet with parents on parent/teacher  

 evenings. 
I appreciate  that the TDSB  is reviewing the need to expand its offerings at related primary 
schools (Fay  wood, Summit  etc) —  that review should have no bearing on Mac, specially in 
light of the fact that the TDSB will be conducting a more comprehensive review of secondar  y 
pathway  s and structures in the next couple years.  
I also appreciate that the curre  ntly population at Mac includes m  any students from Summi  t, 
Faywood and Dublin who have  only been able to get in to the school  under an optional 
attendance program — and that e  ssentially the TDSB is suggesting to codi  fy this optional 
attendance to the standard  f  orm of p  athway granted a  ttendance. The fact of the matter is that 
these students should never have been allowed to attend Mac  and  the continuation of  this polic  y 
is  a serious m  istake. I  implore  each one of you who is making this decision to spend a lunch 
 hour at the school and get a  better perspective of how crowded the building is at that time. Mac 

was or  iginally built as a middle school and is proportioned accor  dingly  — today it is  a high 
school with lar  ger kids that is bursting at the seam  s. I  f you do not have the ability to stop by at 
lunch…simp  ly hang out in the halls in between two periods and watch as kids smash in to each 
other and put each other at risk simply trying to navigate the hallways.  
I can not understand how the TDSB thinks that maintaining such an overcrowded school makes 

* see last page 
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sense in light of the stark fact that John Polanyi is  only at 88% (appr  ox) capacity  . Wh  y would 
administrators not welcome the abilit  y to fill a school and create a robust and thriving 
environment. It is beyond  any logic that was presented at the PAR  T meeting — and  I a  m 
disturbed  by the fact that the voice of that school was not properl  y represented  nor its 
constituents given the chance to advocate for a broader and more robust population  for 
themse  lves. Fur  ther  — the voice of CH Best was  clearly ignored and not invited to the P  ART 
meeting/review. CH Best feeds Mac as well as Northview and its cohort is split — not just due 
to specialized programs. Yet - those families and those kids have been given no consideration 
in this process — which leads me  to believe that the overall process is  d  eeply flawed and not 

 equitable. Families  and students need to be treated equally and  given equal consideration — 
this has not been done and it is d  eeply concerning. 
 I sincer  ely hope that the TDSB understand the gr  avity of the issues discussed above and at the 
ver  y least postpones the decision on the catchment area to s  uch  a time as it is doing the overall 
assessment of secondar  y schools in the  City. The issue of overcrowding, safety, lack of  teache  r 
time, physical d  isrepair due to overuse are  all serious…but t  he issue of equ  ity related to John 
Polanyi and CH Best not receiving the same consideration is beyond disturbing and one that 
impacts not just Mac but cuts to the core of how students and families are treated by the TDS  B 
across this City. I trust you will see to it that this process  is given further consideration and tha  t 
it is expanded and included in the overall assessment tha  t will occur in the next couple 
years.Thank-you  for y  our consider  ation. 

151 3-3-2019 5:21 
p..m. 

e-mail e-mail:  I am writing to STRONGLY support the proposed changes put forth in the PART 
process.  Summit Heights needs a proper pathway for its students that takes in to account travel 
time to school, their cohort staying together, their ability to stay within their geographical 
neighbourhood. 

I truly believe that there is something incredibly wrong with not providing access to a 
neighbourhood school to families who wish to attend while opening the doors to optional 
programs such as MACS.   

Please pass this proposed plan.   

152 3-3-2019 5:26 
p..m. 

e-mail e-mail par  t  1 of 2:  To Who  m it Ma  y Concer  n, 

I am writing to express my serious concern with respect to the PART review that includes 
William Lyon Mackenzie. A number of reasons were tabled as to why the TDSB believes it is a 
good idea to increase the pathways to Mac -- none of which addressed the real issues at the 
school and all disregarded the realities that currently exist at Mac. 

The fact that the proposed feeder schools of Faywood and Summit are expanding to include 
middle school should have no bearing on Mac. Mac's future should be decided as part of the 
overall examination of secondary schools that will occur over the next few years (as discussed 
in the PART meeting). 

There are some obvious flaws with the proposal -- the most glaring is the fact that Mac is 
severely overcrowded while John Polyani, the pathway school for Summit, is functioning well 
under capacity. It simply defies any logic that was presented at the meeting to funnel students 
to a school running at 177% capacity (Mac) while diverting them from a school running at 88% 
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capacity (Polyani). Furthermore -- it was deeply disturbing that parents and community 
members from Polyani were not represented at the meeting or in the process to have a chance 
to voice their opinion. It is clear that the TDSB does not feel the need to populate Polyani and 
support that school or its population by making sure it fills itself with a robust and healthy 
student body -- thereby being able to attract more teachers, more class choices and more 
programs. 

Overcrowding at Mac is not just an issue of numbers -- please do all student s favour and join 
them for a lunch period or a time when they are trying to navigate the narrow hallways of Mac. 
It is an unsafe and unclean environment that will only deteriorate. The physical space in 
conjunction with 177% capacity is setting everyone up for a serious accident. As you know, 
Mac was designed as a middle school originally and is now being used by larger kids at 177% 
capacity -- this is an untenable situation. 

The rationale of wanting to expand the catchment area to prevent student from crossing the 
highway is a red herring. All one has to do is look across the TDSB system to know for a fact 
that thousands of kids travel great distances each day by way of cars and busses - across 
highways and major arteries - to attend specialized programs, special high schools and the like. 
It is insulting to families in this City if the TDSB thinks that they are somehow protecting our 
kids from having to travel underneath a bridge (allow me to state the obvious...it is illegal to 
"cross" a highway...all crossing happen under a bridge in the City). 

153 3-3-2019 5:26 
p..m. 	

e-mail	 e-mail part 2 of 2: 
Another rationale provided was the TDSB not wanting to split cohorts. Again, this is a 
deflection and a red herring -- or worse, a lack of understanding of the reality that most of your 
students deal with. Cohorts are regularly split up -- all one has to do is look at student flows 
from middle to high school. Cohorts split up for many reasons - pathways, specialized 
programs, siblings etc. To suggest that students must stay together is (a) an absurd argument 
given the precedent that is occurring throughout the city and (b) insulting to the resilience of 
students and their families. From personal experience my children did not remain with their 
cohorts and they are thriving -- and so are their friends who also left their cohorts -- doing so 
has allowed them to grow, meet new peer groups and expand their experience. 

Perhaps the most disturbing issue related to the PART review is the fact that the CH Best 
community - families and students - were not considered in the process. CH Best sends kids to 
Mac and Northview. For some reason it is ok for the TDSB to split that cohort but not that of 
Summit and Faywood. Is it due to different levels of parental pressure, educational 
considerations -- why have the families at CH Best not been given the same consideration in 
this process (nor have the families at Polyani). It is incomprehensible and without any 
justification that the TDSB ignores this community. The fact that CH Best kids can be split up 
and that their voice is not important enough to be at the table is egregious and is plain and 
simple an issue of equity. The TDSB has a strong record of maintaining equity across its 
system - do not let this be a time when it is ignored...please do not let down your families and 
your students. 

I sincerely hope that the TDSB reconsiders its suggestion to open up the pathways at this time. 
The review of the pathways should be done at the same time as all the secondary schools are 
being evaluated. This is an issue of simple numbers, safety and perhaps most importantly 
equity for families and students. 

* see last page 
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Thank you for your consideration. 

154 3-3-2019 9:58 
p..m. 

e-mail e-mail part 1 of 2: To whom it may concern, 
I would like to raise the following concerns regarding the Program Area Review. My apologies 
for the long e-mail. 
1.       My family lives in the Bathurst Manor area and  yet our  area was  excluded fro  m the 
PART committee even though we are zoned for Willia  m Lyon Mackenzie Collegiate Institute. 
This is an issue that dir  ectly affects  our children and  our area and yet many  people in this area 
were  unaware  of the changes being proposed o  r were  o  nly asked to comment on the changes 
once they were in the final stages of review. I was at the  TDSB  meeting on Tu  esday February 
26th and one of the questions asked was the likelihood that these changes will be implemented. 
The response was concer  ning, a  trustee had said that  in their entire tenure at the TDSB there  
was only one instance when a review  was not accepted.  Perhaps I  misunderstood this comment 
but at this stage I feel that there  is little that can be done  to address the concerns of my  
comm  unity. I  cannot understand  why we were not included in the re  view. I understand that t  he 
review does not affect  our boundaries  but it affects the capaci  ty of the school that  our children 
are zoned for  ! We are  stakeholders in  this matter.   

2.       Based on  the  numbers that were  shown  at the presentati  on, b  y doing “nothing  ”, 
Mackenzie will have 171% capacity as of 2023 and 176% as of 2028. If  the changes are 
implemented then Mackenzie will have 166% capacity as of 2023 and 170% as of  2028. We 
are talking about a decrease of 45 and 52 students respectively  . This is not a s  olution!  
Mackenzie is over capacity and will continue to be greatly over-capacity b  y re-zoning all 
students fro  m Arm  our Heights and Clanton Park South to Mackenzie.  

Intere  stingly one of the options that was not presented at the meetings was what would happen 
if the TDSB closed optional attendance at Mackenzie without changing  th  e zoning  for 
Mackenzie. In this case Mackenzie would have  a 150%  capacity b  y 2023 and 154%  by 202  8. 
This seems like a better solution  for easing constraints on  an over  populated school yet this 
option was not pre  sented. Perhaps if Bathurst Ma  nor area was included in the P  ART committee 
then this option would have been given more serious t  hought.  

3.       One of the main  reasons provided  to include Armour Heights and Clanton Park  South in 
the Mackenzie school zone was to avoid splitting up   cohorts for high scho  ol. In the meetings  I 
attended many parents did not see the issue of splitting up cohor  ts. In  fact, one parent br  ought 
up the fact that there were no issues with splitting up the cohort of students that attend CH B  est. 
These students are not zoned fo  r the sam  e high school with some  attending Northview Heights 
and others  attending  Mackenzie.   

I  f these zoning changes are implemented then the decision to not split cohorts will set  a 
precedent. Where is my assurance that this precedent will not be applied to rezone my family to 
Northview Heights in the future when it is deemed that Mackenzie cannot sustain the influx of  
students fro  m the surrounding  areas and new developments?   I do not want my children being 
re-zoned  for Northview Heights because Armour Heights and Clanton Park  South wer  e re-
zoned for Mackenzie.  

* see last page 
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e-mail e-mail part 2 of 2: 

4.      If Summit Heights changes to a JK-8 school then the issue of separating future Summit 
Heights students would be resolve  d. Summit Heights students would not attend Dublin f  or 
grade 7&8 and would  not be split from their Dublin friends when  it cam  e time  for high schoo  l. 
What is the rationale f  or including Armour Heights in th  e Mackenzie zoning if the cohorts are  
no longer split up?  

Let’s be honest h  ere, the Armour  Heights parents have been lobbying  for years  for a direct  

pathway to Mackenzie *. As parents we closely monitor the EQAO and Fraser Institute 
rankings f  or the schools in  our area and use these ratings as  a strong guide when deciding 
where we want to send  our children to s  chool. School zoning is even  a f  actor when purchasing 
a new home. Most MLS sales listings  in  the Armour Heights area will  specify that a house is 
zoned  for the “top rated Summit Heights PS”. It is therefore safe to assume that many of the 
parents invited to the Program Area Review have a vested interest in changing  their zoning to  
include M  ackenzie, a  nother top ranked school in the TD  SB. Yet Bathurst Manor parents were 
not included in t  he P  ART committee, an area that would  likely raise concerns  over changing 
zoning and would pr  efer to send their children to  a school t  hat is 150% ove  r  capacity vs.  166%. 
The proposed change to rezone Armou  r Heights to Mackenzie when there is no split cohort 
issue simp  ly displaces one probl  em f  or a  nother and subordinates the concerns of families in 
Bathurst Ma  nor to the concerns of families in Arm  our Heights. 

I  n summary  ,  I hav  e no issues with the proposed changes being discussed for the elementar  y 
 schools, all major stakeholder  s of  the elem  entary schools were  given the oppor  tunity to get 

involved with the P  ART committee. Ther  e was no need to include the Bathurst Ma  nor 
community since  any elem  entary school decisions  only indirectly impact our area. However, 
with respect to Ma  ckenzie, the  only just and equitable thing  to do is conduct a  nother review 
and give the Bathurst manor commun  ity the oppor  tunity to join the PART committee. The 
solutions being proposed f  or overcrowding at Mackenzie provide zero comfor  t. Portables and a 
few new classrooms  will not solve over-capacity, especially as  Bathurst M  anor and the 
surroundin  g areas becom  e more dens  ely populated with young fami  lies. The Bathurst Manor 
community has  a vested interest in the futur  e zoning and overcapacity affecting Mackenzie and 
can  likely provide different viewpoints and concerns fro  m the communities  that were included 
in the PART committee  .  
Thank you for your time and consideration. 

* see last page 
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e-mail e-mail: I know the PART committee worked hard to come  to an  agreement.  I do  feel it is a  
mistake to zone the children  for Summit for  WL  Mackenzie.  WL Mackenzie is  over  capacity 
and John Polanyi is still under capacity.  Summit will be a K-8  so the whole cohort could go to 
John Polanyi. In both cases, they will have take the Wilson bus to the Subway,  what is the 
difference if the g  o south ra  ther than north?    I was disappointed the CH Best was not included 
in the PART process.  Some  of the CH Best cohort will be split too.  Most of  the CH Best 
cohort are zoned  for WL Mackenzie and some  are  zoned  for Northview.  Also, I feel that  the 
TDSB made a huge mistake to make the forme  r  Sir Sandford Fleming high school site into an 
elementary school.  They are also selling off the former Baycrest elementary.  All the  
surrounding  high schools (Lawrence Par  k, John Polanyi, W  L Mackenzie) are very close to 
capacity or over capacity.  Before Sir Sandford Fleming was closed,  Summit was zoned  for  Sir 
Sandford Fleming for High School.  The band aid solution of adding portables is not 
acceptable. If the PART goes through there need to be a commitment for a true addition on 
W  L Mackenzie and the three elementary  schools or  a  new high school and/  or eleme  ntary 

 school built. 

*Comment was edited or removed from public display because it was deemed to be negative to a person, school, or community, and or reflected comments that did not provide feedback to the information 
presented.   The PART membership viewed the complete and unedited text. 
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